COMMENCEMENT

Cedar Falls, Iowa  |  May 7-8, 2021
The University of Northern Iowa’s purpose is to enrich lives, communities, and the world through our students, faculty, staff, and alumni. We achieve our purpose by striving to help every member of the University of Northern Iowa community reach their educational, professional, and personal life goals.

UNI enriches lives, communities, and the world by providing a high quality learning environment that empowers our students to build strong senses of purpose, community, and responsibility. We also fulfill our purpose through innovative approaches to advancing knowledge, promoting creativity, and solving problems in partnership with the people, schools, communities, and industries we serve.

Commencement offers an opportunity to pause and celebrate the accomplishments of our students and the important work we do to prepare graduates for lives of purpose through their careers and in their homes and communities.

To the graduates of the Class of 2021 – CONGRATULATIONS! You make us all Panther Proud. We wish you great success and hope you stay engaged with your Alma Mater. To the faculty and staff who prepared our graduates for success throughout their lives, thank you for your dedication to helping each student reach their educational, professional, and personal goals.

Panther Proud!

Mark A. Nook, President
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The Academic Procession

The procession begins with the entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty marshals, the candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the Teaching Program and the Liberal Arts Program, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Liberal Studies, Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Science enter in groups, representing each of the undergraduate colleges. They are followed by the candidates for the highest degrees.

Students wearing a bronze medallion are those graduating summa cum laude (with highest honors), which represent the top three percent of each college by grade point average; or those graduating students receiving a Purple and Old Gold Award, given to those students who have excelled in scholarship or who have shown conspicuous achievement in particular areas.

The procession continues with representatives of the faculty.

The President's Party forms the final section of the academic procession. Headed by the commencement marshal, it includes the president; members of the Board of Regents, State of Iowa; administrative officers; the academic deans; and honored guests.

The individuals leading the procession of the graduates, the faculty and the president's party carry a mace which is a symbol of office. Those individuals are the student body president, the chair of the faculty and the university commencement marshal. Over long tradition, a mace is a symbol of authority and official celebration. The university mace is the largest of the three maces and it embodies the history and dignity of the entire university. The president wears a jeweled “Chain of Office” symbolizing the wearer is the leader of the institution. The silver chain includes links with the names of previous presidents of the institution, as well as previous names of the university.

The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system of academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by American institutions. According to this code, both the styling and colors of the regalia have significance.

The design of the gown indicates the degree. The bachelor’s is a simple gown with a full sleeve. The master’s gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctoral gown is fuller and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color of this velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree.

Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all degrees, although differing slightly in length. The candidates for the bachelor’s degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in the colors of the college or university granting the degree.

A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the doctoral gown is as follows:

- Apricot - Nursing
- Drab - Business
- Orange - Engineering
- Blue, dark - Philosophy
- Green - Medicine
- Pink - Music
- Blue, light - Education
- Green Sage - Physical Education
- Purple - Law
- Brown - Fine Arts
- Lemon - Library Science
- Scarlet - Theology
- Citron - Social Science
- Maize - Agriculture
- White - Arts and Letters
- Copper - Economics
- Maroon - Family
- Yellow Golden - Science and Consumer Sciences
Academic Honorary Organizations

Students who are members of academic honorary organizations will be identified by the color of cord they are wearing as follows:

**Alpha Delta Mu**  
Silver and Black  
Alpha Delta Mu recognizes and honors scholarship and professional development in the knowledge and practice of Social Work.

**Alpha Kappa Delta**  
Teal  
Alpha Kappa Delta recognizes scholarship and professional development in the area of Sociology.

**Alpha Psi Omega**  
Blue and Gold  
Alpha Psi Omega is an honorary fraternity for students who have distinguished themselves through their academic artistic work in the theater.

**Beta Beta Beta**  
Blue and Green  
Beta Beta Beta recognizes scholastic achievement in Biology.

**Beta Gamma Sigma**  
Blue and Gold  
Beta Gamma Sigma encourages and honors academic achievement and personal excellence in the study and practice of business.

**Chi Sigma Iota**  
Blue and White  
Chi Sigma Iota is the international honor society for students, professional counselors and counselor educators established at Ohio University in 1985. Our mission is to promote scholarship, research, professionalism, leadership and excellence in Counseling, and to recognize high attainment in the pursuit of academic and clinical excellence in the profession of Counseling.

**Gamma Theta Upsilon**  
Light Blue, Light Brown and Gold  
Gamma Theta Upsilon promotes professional interest and enhances academic training in Geography.

**Kappa Delta Pi**  
Green and Purple  
Kappa Delta Pi promotes excellence in all areas of Education as well as personal and professional growth in teachers and future teachers.

**Kappa Mu Epsilon**  
Rose Pink and Silver  
Kappa Mu Epsilon recognizes scholarship and fellowship for students interested in Mathematics.

**McNair Scholars Program**  
Black and Gold Stole  
Through a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, the McNair Program prepares eligible participants for doctoral studies through involvement in research and other scholarly activities.

**Mu Kappa Tau**  
Royal Blue and Gold  
Mu Kappa Tau encourages and recognizes the scholarship, professional development, and personal integrity and excellence among students of Marketing.

**Omicron Delta Kappa**  
Sky Blue, White and Black  
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa which is a junior-senior honorary organization which recognizes students who have demonstrated high levels of academic achievements, leadership in campus affairs, and community service.

**Phi Alpha Theta**  
Red and Light Blue  
Phi Alpha Theta encourages the study of History by providing recognition for papers and scholarly work.

**Phi Eta Sigma**  
Gold and Black  
Graduates wearing black and gold cords are members of Phi Eta Sigma which recognizes first-year students who have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale at the close of any full-time curricular period during their first year.

**Phi Upsilon Omicron**  
Yellow and White  
Phi Upsilon Omicron recognizes and encourages academic excellence and leadership development in the area of family and consumer sciences.

**Pi Kappa Lambda**  
Pink and Purple  
Pi Kappa Lambda is dedicated to the furtherance of music in Education and Education in music and recognizes and encourages scholarship and musicianship.

**Pi Sigma Alpha**  
Red, White and Black  
To stimulate productive scholarship and intelligent interest in the subject of government among students at institutions of higher learning in which chapters are maintained.

**Psi Chi**  
Light Blue and Gold  
Psi Chi encourages and honors undergraduate academic achievement and scholarship in psychology and psychological research.

**Sigma Delta Pi**  
Crimson and Gold  
Sigma Delta Pi promotes the study of the Spanish language and Hispanic culture and literature.

**Sigma Gamma Epsilon**  
Silver, Gold and Royal Blue  
Sigma Gamma Epsilon recognizes scholarship and professionalism in the area of Earth Science.

**Sigma Pi Sigma**  
Blue and Silver  
Sigma Pi Sigma members must attain high standards of general scholarship and outstanding achievement in the area of Physics.

**Sigma Tau Delta**  
Cardinal and Black  
Sigma Tau Delta recognizes high achievement in studies of English language and literature and encourages creative and critical writing.
University Ambassador Organizations

Through their mission, service, and dedication these organizations exist for the promotion and support of the university to others.

**Business Student Ambassadors**
Graduates wearing purple, gold and drab cords are members of Business Student Ambassadors. BSA aims to be the voice of the College of Business Administration to prospective business students and campus visitors. This organization, composed only of a select group of business majors, will provide insight regarding those attributes that make UNIBusiness a best business school. Ambassadors provide tours of Curris Business Building and answer questions about the college from a current student point of view. Ambassadors represent UNIBusiness to alumni, business professionals, and other special campus guests. Additionally, Ambassadors serve on panels and help with special UNI visit days. Ambassadors play an integral role in the recruitment of prospective students as representatives of UNIBusiness.

**Connecting Alumni To Students**
Graduates wearing purple and black cords are members of Connecting Alumni To Students (CATS), the official student chapter of the UNI Alumni Association. These dedicated students represent the UNI student body to alumni and friends. CATS create and promote the lasting connections between past, present and future Panthers.

**Ethnic Student Promoters**
Graduates wearing purple and silver cords are members of Ethnic Student Promoters (ESP). ESP members are dedicated to creating, sustaining, and supporting diversity at UNI through the Office of Admissions. The promising students provide services to the University by assisting with the recruitment of new and diverse students, hosting events and visit days, and creating an inclusive environment.

**International Student Promoters**
Graduates wearing lavender and purple cords are members of International Student Promoters (ISP). ISP members are committed to promoting UNI and international education to prospective students around the world. They assist the Office of Admissions with a variety of recruitment and diversity efforts including communicating with interested international students and facilitating their smooth transition to UNI.

**Northern Iowa Student Government**
Graduates wearing gold or purple stoles are members of the Northern Iowa Student Government (NISG). Since 1916, various governing bodies comprised of students have represented the student body as a whole. NISG, as the student governing body has been called since 1989, is committed to improving the administration of student affairs, encouraging the greatest level of communication and cooperation, ensuring the protection of student rights, and providing excellence in education.

**Social and Behavioral Representatives**
Graduates wearing lavender and white intertwined cords are members of Social and Behavioral Representatives (SABRs). Students selected to be part of SABRs promote the mission of the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences. They educate prospective students about the role social science can play in improving society and they volunteer their time by serving non-profit agencies in the local community.

**Student Admissions Ambassadors**
Graduates wearing purple and gold intertwined cords are members of the Student Admissions Ambassadors (SAA). Since 1989, SAA has served the University in a variety of ways. From giving campus tours to prospective students, alumni and University guests, to serving as representatives of the student body at special events, SAA is recognized as one of the premier service organizations on campus.

**Team TC/TK**
Graduates wearing purple and white cords are members of Team TC/TK, UNI's mascot program. These dedicated students have volunteered countless hours to help make sure TC and TK make it to hundreds of scheduled appearances all year long. They are the students who stand beside, and behind the mascots, and are our cornerstones to Panther Pride. Watch closely as the graduates cross the stage. When you spot who is wearing panther paws instead of shoes, you finally know who the faces behind the fur have been!
University Honors Program

Graduates wearing gold University Honors medallions are recipients of designations from the University Honors Program. The designation of University Honors with Distinction indicates the completion of at least thirty credit hours of honors-level course work throughout a student’s undergraduate study. The designation of University Honors indicates the completion of at least eighteen credit hours of honors-level coursework. Both designations require the completion of an undergraduate honors thesis. Students earning honors designations are noted throughout the commencement program along with their thesis titles.

Graduation with Honors
Three levels of honors are awarded to students on graduation from a bachelor’s degree curriculum. To receive an honor rating, the student must earn not less than 55 semester hours of credit at this university.

The names of the students receiving honors are identified in the commencement program and on their academic transcript.

Summa Cum Laude
Students whose cumulative UNI grade point average places them in the top 3% of those students graduating from their academic major college/division will be awarded Summa Cum Laude. Recipients of this honor will wear a bronze medallion.

Magna Cum Laude
Students whose cumulative UNI grade point average places them in the top 4% through top 8% of those students graduating from their academic major college/division will be awarded Magna Cum Laude. Recipients of this honor will wear a purple cord.

Cum Laude
Students whose cumulative UNI grade point average places them in the top 9% through top 15% of those students graduating from their academic major college/division will be awarded Cum Laude. Recipients of this honor will wear a gold cord.

Legacy Graduates
The University of Northern Iowa has a long and proud tradition of multi-generational family graduates. The Legacy designation (%) in the commencement program signifies that a parent and/or grandparent is also a UNI graduate. Legacy information included in this program was submitted by the graduate.
Military Science
The following graduates have earned a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army.

- Eric Crum, Construction Management
- Ariane Hakizimana, Social Work: Trauma Informed Practice
- Emilee Hamann, Social Work
- Samuel Holtzman, Accounting
- Brandon Ingle, Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science
- Collin Monroe, Criminology & Criminal Justice: Law Enforcement
- Wyatt Stark, Electrical Engineering Technology
- Sydney Wagner, Political Science
- Tyler Whitehead, Political Science
- Austin Williamson, Supply Chain Management

Merchant Scholarship
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant are awarded for the purpose of graduate study to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa. The fields of study and the university to be attended are shown.

- Anika Lillegard-Bouton, University of Wisconsin-Madison: J.D. (Juris Doctor) in Law
- Isaac Smith, University of Louisville: Master of Music in Music Composition

Outstanding Student Leader
The Outstanding Student Leader Award is designed to recognize students who have demonstrated dedication and leadership through their involvement in one or more campus activities.

- Elle Boeding, Political Communication
- Cameron “CJ” Carter, Family Services
- Stephanie Flores, Communication Disorders
- Laura Roman Jiminez, Finance: Personal Wealth Management
- Josie Sack, Communication Disorders
- Austin Shepherd, Communication/Public Relations: Sports Public Relations
- Maxwell Tensen, Mathematics Teaching
- Hugh Zehr, Economics: General Economics

Student Speakers

- Rebekah Bass, Sociology
- Lauren Falck, Mathematics Teaching; Computer Science
- Ivonne Nava Pettegrew, General Studies
Purple and Old Gold Awards

The Purple and Old Gold Award recognizes achievement and success in and out of the classroom at the University of Northern Iowa. Named after the university colors, the traditional awards were first presented at commencement ceremonies in 1939. The Purple and Old Gold Award is the highest award given out by university departments to one undergraduate student in their corresponding department. Recipients of this honor wear a bronze medal to symbolize their outstanding achievements and will be recognized during the ceremony.

MERITORIOUS ACHIEVEMENT

Dakota Andersen, Music
Lexa Balius, Elementary Education
Taylor Banowetz, Public Relations
Rebekah Bass, Sociology
Taleah Birkicht, Computer Science
Morganne Borsh, Anthropology
Morganne Borsh, Biology
Chelsea Bolhuis, Early Childhood Education
Victor Burns, Geography
Eric Crum, Technology - BS
Emma Davis, TESOL
Sydney DeBruin, Mathematics
Kasey Dekko, Social Science
Kylie Engstrom, Science
Ellie Ewert, Communication Studies
Teresa Feldman, Chemistry/Biochemistry
Meredith Grossman, Supply Chain Management
Cassidy Hanson, Public Health & Education
Logan Heisdorffer, Technology - BA
Cassie Hendrix, Textile & Apparel
Katherine Hermansen, Athletic Training
Maya Jess, History
Elizabeth Kelsey, Electronic Media (Digital Media)
Elizabeth Kelsey, Spanish
Abigail Kraft, English
Isaac Lafleur, Accounting
Jared Larson, Finance: Investments
Sara Lewis, Social Work
Anika Lillegard-Bouton, Psychology
Emily Loomis, Philosophy & World Religion
Emily Loomis, Political Science
Ellie Loughran, Gerontology
Hannah Luce, Global Studies
Triet Ngo, Marketing
Clara Petersen, Communicative Sciences & Disorders
Delaney Pistillo, Criminology
Susan Pottebaum, Real Estate
Susan Pratt, Public Administration
Haley Rodgers, Physical Education
Teresa Rossmiller, Middle School/Junior High School Education
Madison Sailee, Management
Devin Schupp, Theatre
Nathaniel Spicer, Philosophy & World Religion
Emma Sunderman, TESOL/Modern Languages
Lauren VanderWaal, Management Information Systems
Jordan Weber, Family Services
Kari Wellman, Earth Science/Geology/Environmental Science
Sarah Westholm, Art
Paul White, Physics
Eliana Wigginton, Interior Design
Hugh Zehr, Economics

CONSPICUOUS ACHIEVEMENT

Austen Carnahan, Interpreters Theatre
Donovan Klutho, Music
Malena Silva, Forensics
Denae Statzer, Art
Lux Service Award

The University of Northern Iowa Lux Service Award is presented by the Office of the Dean of Students annually to undergraduate students who best represent the ideal of service to the university community.

The honor is conferred in the spirit of keeping the light of service to others burning bright at UNI. The name of the award, Lux, is from the university’s official seal that features a burning lamp of knowledge and the Latin word for light.

Congratulations to the 2021 Lux Service Award Recipients:

**Ayah Al-Durazi** is a senior majoring in Political Science with a minor in Politics and Law. Ayah has been involved in several organizations during her time on campus and has held various leadership positions and executive roles in Northern Iowa Student Government as Senator and Chair of Campus Relations, as well as Director for Community Outreach for Ethnic Student Promoters, all while selflessly giving back through her role as a mentor for three years through UNI’s Thrive program which aims to support and uplift multicultural students. Ayah has left an indelible mark not just on campus through her leadership positions, but is also a role model to her younger siblings who affectionately refer to her as their second mother. Ayah is noted as saying that UNI has taught her what it means to truly be a leader, and that is “someone who serves others rather than someone who seeks to control.”

**Cassie Hendrix** is a senior majoring in Marketing, with an emphasis on Digital Media & Advertising, and Textiles & Apparel. She quickly got involved on campus her freshman year joining Student Admissions Ambassadors and Business Students Ambassadors where she ultimately held positions as Public Relations-Co Chair and VP of Community Outreach respectively. Cassie’s passion for UNI also shows through her volunteer involvement as a member of Connecting Alumni to Students. Supporting the mission of CATS, Cassie has worked to “foster meaningful student alumni relationships, and keep the traditions of UNI alive.” Cassie has shared that she gets involved and gives back not for praise, but because it’s her life’s goal to help others. As a first generation student she carved out a path all her own. She hopes to show others with similar experiences that they shouldn’t let circumstances define them or make them feel less deserving. As she puts it, she didn’t let her background be a barrier, she used her work ethic and determination to go above and beyond, both inside and outside the classroom.

**Zoella Sneed** is a senior majoring in Theatre Performance and Theatre for Youth. Zoella believes that everyone has talents, and as a Theatre major wanted to give students outside her major a platform to grow and showcase those talents. With this goal in mind, she conceptualized and founded UNI’s annual “Best of Broadway Cabaret” aiming to engage all UNI students in Theatre. As a Black woman in the Theatre department, Zoella also noticed the glaring underrepresentation of Black culture in the department. In direct response to that she co-founded UNI Multicultural Theatrical Society, a student organization that provides a platform for marginalized students to use their voices and pursue multicultural theater practices. As an activist, she helped to advocate for the creation of the Equity and Anti-Racism faculty board within the Theatre department which ensures equitable practices within TheatreUNI. Zoella has worked to remove the emotional labor that marginalized students have had to carry and guarantees that all students and faculty are accountable for uplifting diversity and inclusion. Zoella is quoted as saying “UNI gave her, her voice”, “and “being a part of TheatreUNI and other student organizations has actively taught her how to use her voice for the betterment of our campus and society.”
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Anna Lee Bjornstad, MAcc Accounting
Qin Cai, MBA Business Administration
Kaylin Emery, MAcc Accounting
Kaitlyn Ann Taylor Evans, MAcc Accounting
Michaela Katherine Frank, MAcc Accounting
Matthew Guske, MAcc Accounting
%McKenna Hernandez, MAcc Accounting
Dmitriy Dennis Holthaus, MAcc Accounting
Chenguang Jin, MBA Business Administration
Kevin John Judas, MAcc Accounting
Isaac Paul Lafleur, MAcc Accounting
Matthew Craig Langel, MAcc Accounting
Xiaoli Liu, MBA Business Administration
Austin Thomas Monahan, MAcc Accounting
Kyle David Reynolds, MAcc Accounting
%Caleb John Ricke, MAcc Accounting
Rachel Joyce Schmitt, MAcc Accounting
Anne Jean Shepherd, MBA Business Administration
%Nicholas Jordan Steger, MAcc Accounting
Landen Craig Studer, MAcc Accounting
Riley Nicole Takes, MAcc Accounting
%Ryan Richard Vogel, MAcc Accounting
Xuejiao Wang, MAcc Accounting
Feng Wei, MBA Business Administration
Huiting Xu, MBA Business Administration
Meng Ya, MBA Business Administration
Rong Yang, MBA Business Administration
Alfaisal Khalid Yasin, MAcc Accounting
Xin Zou, MBA Business Administration

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

ACCOUNTING

%Brant Gary Barnhart, BA Accounting
*Joseph Robert Belmonte, BA Accounting
Kendra Jean Erin Berns, BA Accounting
%Kristin Mai Chien, BA Accounting
Ahmet Burak Cil, BA Accounting
Michael William Concannon, BA Accounting
Daniel Allen Crable, BA Accounting
%Bryce Jacob DeKoning, BA Accounting
Benjamin Thomas Dunn, BA Accounting
Enoch Duval, BA Accounting
Kaitlyn Ann Taylor Evans, BA Accounting
***Morgan Fannon, BA Accounting
Colin John Flattery, BA Accounting
*Hunter Jacob Friesen, BA Accounting
Nathaniel Tyler Gohman, BA Accounting
***%Alexis Nicole Hahn, BA Accounting
Wyatt Lee Harvey, BA Accounting
***Abby Ramona Haverkamp, BA Accounting
%McKenna Hernandez, BA Accounting
University Honors
Samuel Charles Holtzman, BA Accounting
Lakin Nicole Joerger, BA Accounting
Blake Edwin Kelley, BA Accounting
**Courtney Kern, BA Accounting
Luke Joseph Kluesner, BA Accounting
***Isaac Paul Lafleur, BA Accounting
University Honors
*Matthew Craig Langel, BA Accounting
University Honors

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude

% Legacy
Nicholas Austin Lee, BA
Accounting

Xinyi Liu, BA
Accounting

Jared Anthony Marshall, BA
Accounting

Remington Kaylynn McFadden, BA
Accounting

Mikeal Florence McGill, BA
Accounting

Jaden Gene Nesbitt, BA
Accounting
University Honors

Nupur P. Patel, BA
Accounting

Brianna Poll, BA
Accounting

Kyle David Reynolds, BA
Accounting

Cody Rohrbaugh, BA
Accounting

Kirsten M. Schardin, BA
Accounting

Rachel Joyce Schmitt, BA
Accounting

Chris N. Schumacher, BA
Accounting

Emma Kay Slaikeu, BA
Accounting

Nicholas Jordan Steger, BA
Accounting

Yuhong Tang, BA
Accounting

Brian Lynn Thompson, BA
Accounting

Marcy Kim Uglum, BA
Accounting
University Honors
Thesis: Consideration of the Ethical Implications of Artificial Intelligence in the Audit Profession

Xin Wen, BA
Accounting

Zhiting Zheng, BA
Accounting

BUSINESS TEACHING

Sarah Marie Garland, BA
Business Teaching
University Honors

Mary Margaret Hayes, BA
Business Teaching

Laurel Anne Keenan, BA
Business Teaching

Isaiahn Shawn Powell, BA
Business Teaching

Dalton Lee Tonne, BA
Business Teaching

ECONOMICS

Jason Daniel Becker, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Joseph Paul Bernhard, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Grady Joseph Brungard, BA
Economics: Business Economics
University Honors

Jared Christian Charnas, BA
Economics: General Economics

Cristian Guardado, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Ciara Alexandra Halverson, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Drew Jacob Hassebroek, BA
Economics: Business Economics
University Honors

Sarah Emily Herz, BA
Economics: General Economics
University Honors

Marnie Hoefler, BA
Economics: Applied Economics Analysis

Adam Joseph Kurt, BA
Economics: Business Economics
University Honors

Jared Christopher Larson, BA
Economics: Business Economics
University Honors

Remington Kaylynn McFadden, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Amela Music, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Cole Richard Sander, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Caitlin Jean Schaben, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Kirsten M. Schardin, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Rachel Eileen Schemmel, BA
Economics: Business Economics

Taylor Shipley, BA
Economics: Business Economics
University Honors
Thesis: Evaluating College Students’ Attitudes and Understanding of Recycling

Shay Alise Slifka, BA
Economics: General Economics
University Honors

Eric L. Snodgrass, BA
Economics: General Economics

Hugh Hamilton Zehr, BA
Economics: General Economics
University Honors

FINANCE

Alyssa Renee Berhow, BA
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate

Joseph Paul Bernhard, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Daniel James Blocker, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Jordan Mykael Brandt, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Miles H. Brosamer, BA
Finance: Investments

Andrew Scott Buzynski, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Chloe E. Carithers, BA
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate

Darwin Todd Carlson, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Daniel Curtis Chapman, BA
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate

Jonathon Brent Chapman, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Michael Alan DeLong, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

Keller Matthew Delpesce, BA
Finance: Investments

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Michael P. Donnan, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning
Real Estate

Benjamin Thomas Dunn, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Noah Walker Enfield, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Lei Fang, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Zachary Donald Girres, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Management

Nathaniel Tyler Gohman, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

***Colton L. Goza, BA
Finance: Financial Management

***Samuel Peter Gruhl, BA
Finance: Investments
University Honors

Cristian Guardado, BA
Finance: Financial Management

%Ciara Alexandra Halverson, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Austin T. Hamer, BA
Finance: Investments

Kyle Pete Hansen, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Kyle Andreas Hanson, BA
Real Estate
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

Connor William Harms, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Jacob Alan Harris, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Wyatt Lee Harvey, BA
Finance: Investments

Drew Jacob Hassebroek, BA
Finance: Financial Management
University Honors

***Abby Ramona Haverkamp, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

Tyler James Hemphill, BA
Finance: Investments

Tayler Henninger, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Drake Alan Henrichs, BA
Real Estate

Shamar Anthony Hill, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Andrew Hubbard, BA
Real Estate
Finance: Financial Management

Dakota Allen Hulsing, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Michael Lee Johnson, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

%Brooke Alyssa Koppes, BA
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate

**Dalton Alan Kramer, BA
Finance: Investments
Real Estate

Kameron Frederick Kramer, BA
Finance: Investments
Real Estate

Adam Joseph Kurt, BA
Finance: Financial Management
University Honors

Mark Anthony Landherr, BA
Finance: Investments

**Jared Christopher Larson, BA
Finance: Investments
Real Estate

Alyssa Kay Lawler, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

**Molly Ann Laws, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Fulin Li, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Zihan Li, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Jinjie Lu, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Luiza Martirosyan, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Management

Amber Rose Mast, BA
Finance: Financial Management

** Remington Kaylynn McFadden, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

Katia Anne McGuire, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Caleb Kenneth Meinders, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

Ryan Miller, BA
Finance: Investments
Real Estate

Jayden Kyle Moore, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning
Real Estate
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Creating an Optimal Portfolio with Covariance Adjustments for Moving Average Trends

Amelia Music, BA
Finance: Investments

Justine Noelle Nagel, BA
Real Estate
Finance: Financial Management

Jared Brock Nash, BA
Finance: Financial Management

**Taylor Kay Numedahl, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Lucas James O’Connor, BA
Finance: Financial Management

George Peterson, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

Brianna Poll, BA
Finance: Financial Management

***Susan Kay Pottebaum, BA
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate

*Erin Harriet Proudfoot, BA
Finance: Financial Management

%Mason Curtis Reinard, BA
Real Estate
Finance: Financial Management

Whitlee Claire Reitz, BA
Real Estate
Finance: Financial Management

Cole Richard Sander, BA
Finance: Financial Management

%Ian Jacob Schaufenbuel, BA
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate

*Rachel Eileen Schemmel, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Nicholas Schindler, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning
Real Estate

Ben Schlegel, BA
Finance: Financial Management

Cheyanne Michele Schmitt, BA
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning
Real Estate

*** Summa Cum Laude % Legacy
** Magna Cum Laude * Cum Laude
**Taylor Shipley, BA**  
Finance: Financial Management  
University Honors  
*Thesis: Evaluating College Students’ Attitudes and Understanding of Recycling*

Emma Kay Slaieku, BA  
Finance: Financial Management

Anthony Michael Smith, BA  
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

%Isaiah Charles Smith, BA  
Finance: Financial Management

***Eric L. Snodgrass, BA**  
Finance: Investments

Dustin Lee Solseth, BA  
Real Estate  
Finance: Financial Management

Brenna Sorensen, BA  
Finance: Financial Management

Amber Rebecca Stiles, BA  
Finance: Financial Management  
University Honors

Trey Alton Thomas, BA  
Finance: Financial Management  
Real Estate

%Austin Kenneth Timmer, BA  
Finance: Financial Management  
University Honors

Riley Van Wyhe, BA  
Finance: Financial Management

Mingfei Wang, BA  
Finance: Investments

Allison Rae Wehling, BA  
Finance: Financial Management

Grace Wenisch, BA  
Finance: Personal Wealth Planning

Madison KayeAnn Wessels, BA  
Finance: Financial Management

%Kylie Breanne Wise, BA  
Finance: Financial Management

Taylor Anthony Zimmerman, BA  
Finance: Investments

**MANAGEMENT**

Dylan Mitchel Albertson, BA  
Management Information Systems

Nueman Alkazemi, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Yousef Ahmed Alikhuzam, BA  
Management Information Systems

Bashaka Audace, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Taylor Baltes, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership  
Supply Chain Management

Kathryn Ann Baltierra, BA  
Supply Chain Management

**Matthew Robert Barton, BA**  
Management Information Systems  
Supply Chain Management  
University Honors  
*Thesis: Theories and Applications of Blockchain*

Dylan Jacob Baumhover, BA  
Management Information Systems: Information Systems Development

Mallory Susan Behrens, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Erika Rae Beitz, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

%Kaleigh Rose Blinn, BA  
Management: Business Administration

%Riley Richard Bohr, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Samantha Jo Bormann, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

Jacob Thomas Bosch, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Sarah Rose Brown, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

%Khya June Burton, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Muamer Busatlic, BA  
Management Information Systems

%Rachel Marie Byl, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

Alicia Calderon, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics  
Supply Chain Management

%Katie Jo Camarata, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Darin Todd Carlson, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Travis Robert Carriger, BA  
Management Information Systems

Nickolas Oliver Casillas, BA  
Management Information Systems

Stephanie Castaneda, BA  
Management: Business Administration

%Joshua Logan Christian, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Derek Elit Conlon, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Jeron James Cook, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Cassie Jo Corell, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Emily Elizabeth Croston, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Chandler Joey Dawley, BA  
Supply Chain Management

%Bryce Jacob DeKoning, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

%Michael Alan DeLong, BA  
Management Information Systems: Information Systems Development

Nicholas Dale DeWitt, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Tanner James Donahue, BA  
Management: Business Administration

%Travis Michael Doty, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Ryan D. Douros, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Julio Ricardo Espinal Ortez, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Kaitlyn Ann Taylor Evans, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Ryan Robert Ferrari, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Brooke Finchum, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

%Kyle Thomas Finnegan, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Jonathan Thomas Fransen, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Anna Rose Garvin, BA  
Supply Chain Management  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
Travis Joshua Geels, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Ashley Sue Goebel, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Larissa Michele Good, BA  
Supply Chain Management

**Colton L. Goza, BA  
Management Information Systems

**Alecca Synclar Gray, BA  
Management: Business Administration  
University Honors

Lucas Gremler, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Dalton Joseph Gross, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Adam Michael Hagarty, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Kyle Pete Hansen, BA  
Management Information Systems

Alex Paul Hanson, BA  
Management Information Systems

Jordan Matthew Hawk, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Mary Margaret Hayes, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Elijah Tyler Hicks, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Grant Hladik, BA  
Management: Business Administration  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors

Aidan K. Hoeg, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Hailey Rose Huggins, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Dakota Allen Hulsing, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Mackenzie M. Johanningmeier, BA  
Management: Business Administration  
University Honors

Chantel Rose Keppler, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

**Courtney Kern, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Adam Kimball, BA  
Supply Chain Management

**Brooke Alyssa Koppes, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

Josephine Rebekah Kriener, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Jeremy Allen Krogmann, BA  
Supply Chain Management  
Management Information Systems

**Molly Ann Laws, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Ashley Le, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Farah Marie Lee, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Hunter W. Logan, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Jayden Lovell, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Alexander Joel Lynch, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Taylor Marvin Manternach, BA  
Management Information Systems

Luiza Martirosyan, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Claudia Rose Mathis, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

Marshall W. McCarty, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Marcus Andrew Mcconahay, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Mikeal Florence McGill, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Madison Rose Merron, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Liberty Kay Meyer, BA  
Management Information Systems: Information Systems Development

Madelynn Marie Morgan, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Colleen Lubiano Morrissey, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Noah David Mueller, BA  
Management: Business Administration

***Triet Minh Ngo, BA  
Management Information Systems: Information Systems Development  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors with Distinction  
Thesis: Meme Marketing: How Viral Marketing Adapts to the Internet Culture

Cade Michael Niehaus, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

Lucas James O’Connor, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Ashlyn Jamie Osborn, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Nouran Othman, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics  
Supply Chain Management

Erik Douglas Pauls, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics  
Supply Chain Management

Haley Lynn Pence, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Bryce Peter, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Kaitlyn Ann Peters, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Jordyn Petty, BA  
Management: Business Administration

*Erin Harriet Proudfoot, BA  
Management: Business Administration

***Mohammed Yahya Rawwas, BA  
Management Information Systems: Presidential Scholar  
University Honors

Arturo Robledo, BA  
Management: Business Administration

*Matthew Carl Roeding, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Cody Rohrbaugh, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics

Thomas Joseph Rowe, BA  
Management: Business Administration

*** Summa Cum Laude  
% Legacy  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
Madison Maelee Sallee, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

Antonio Santiago, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Caitlin Jean Schaben, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics  
Supply Chain Management

William James Schany, BA  
Management Information Systems: Information Systems Development  
University Honors

Jennifer Michele Schechinger, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Timothy Schmidt, BA  
Management Information Systems  
University Honors

Ethan Schmitz, BA  
Management: Business Administration  
Supply Chain Management

Nicholas John Shepherd, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Paige Ellie Sieren, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Roark Stephen Skemp, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics  
Supply Chain Management

Isaiah Charles Smith, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Miranda Marlys Stambaugh, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Milos Stankovic, BA  
Management Information Systems: Information Systems Development

Dylan Shane Stech, BA  
Management: Business Administration

David Timothy Summers, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership  
Supply Chain Management

Xander Jared Tierney, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Ryan Toftee, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Colin Michael Tracy, BA  
Management Information Systems: Information Systems Development

Van Binh Hai Tran, BA  
Management Information Systems: Business Analytics  
University Honors

Thesis: Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain for Cybersecurity and Risk Management in Banking

Lauren Justine VanderWaal, BA  
Management Information Systems  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Ryan James VanMaanen, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership  
University Honors

Joel Patrick Vaske, BA  
Supply Chain Management  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Hunter David Vondrak, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Royce Alan Weber, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Jessica Ann Welter, BA  
Management: Human Resource Management

Courtney Jade Westvold, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership  
University Honors

Austin Matthew Williamson, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Madison Rae Wilson, BA  
Management: Business Administration

Makayla Dawn Witt, BA  
Management: Organizational Leadership

Kyler Yodts, BA  
Supply Chain Management

Chase Robert Zuidema, BA  
Management: Business Administration

MARKETING & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Aqeel Hussain A. Aljishi, BA  
Marketing: Global Marketing

Callie Marie Anderson, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Olivia Nicole Anderson, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media  
University Honors

Madeline Elizabeth Andrews, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Abigail Sue Atcher, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Mallory Susan Behrens, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Elizabeth Bensend, BA  
Marketing: Global Marketing

Daniel James Blocker, BA  
Marketing: Sales Management

Ray Lincoln Cataldo, BA  
Marketing: Sales Management

Colton Matthew Chambers, BA  
Marketing: Sales Management

Emily Elizabeth Croston, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Riley Patrick Dempsey, BA  
Marketing: Management

Benjamin Steven Drysdale, BA  
Marketing: Sales Management

Madison Ann Engelke, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

James Michael Fetters, BA  
Marketing: Management

Jared Adam Gamer, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Andrew Ryan Jeffrey, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Alicia Guzman, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Grace Helen Hartnett, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media  
University Honors

Annalise Nicole Guckenberger, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Lucas William Harris, BA  
Marketing: Sales Management

Grace Helen Hartnett, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Dylan Michael Hayen, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Cassie Jung Hendrix, BA  
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Andrew Ryan Jeffrey, BA  
Marketing: Global Marketing

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
*Caitlin Ann Jespersen, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Bailey Morgan Johanns, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Josephine Rebekah Kriener, BA
Marketing: Management

Karla Lynn Krueger, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Alyssa Kay Lawler, BA
Marketing: Global Marketing

Yi Ning Lee, BA
Marketing: Management

Kinzie Nicolle Loree, BA
Marketing: Management

Jiayi Lu, BA
Marketing: Global Marketing

%Marshall W. McCarty, BA
Marketing: Management

%Cale Michel, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Annmari Milbrandt, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Emma Riley Mooers, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Colleen Lubiano Morrissey, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

%Madison Joan Murphy, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Logan Clif Murray, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Austin Allen Myli, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

***Triet Minh Ngo, BA
Marketing: Management
Presidential Scholar
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Meme Marketing: How Viral Marketing Adapts to the Internet Culture

Madison Leslie O'Brien, BA
Marketing: Management

Johnathan Jay O'Connor, BA
Marketing: Management

Jessica Eileen Onken, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Abigail Palmer, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

%Madison Malene Palmersheim, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Jordon Lee Payne, BA
Marketing: Management

Marissa Nicole Robson, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

%Madison Maelee Sallee, BA
Marketing: Management

Hannah Marie Schau, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Shelby Lynn Schmidt, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

%Harrison William Schoening, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Ethan Schutterle, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Fredric Lee Silker, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Kaydee Danielle Silva, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Karlee Sinnott, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Samantha Lee Soni, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Dyllan Matthew Sparks, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Miranda Marlys Stambaugh, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

%Adam Reed Stewart, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

LaVonne Tran, BA
Marketing: Management

Madeline Rose Trumm, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Nicholas John Vail, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

*%Ryan James VanMaanen, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

University Honors

Shiyu Wang, BA
Marketing: Global Marketing

Theodore B. Weaver, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

Austin James Wieneke, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Riley Wilson, BA
Marketing: Management

%Kylie Breanne Wise, BA
Marketing: Sales Management

%Benjamin Thomas Woods, BA
Marketing: Management

Briana Shae Wright, BA
Marketing: Advertising and Digital Media

Tabitha Zarazinski, BA
Marketing: Management
Continuing Education
and Special Programs
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Brittany Kaye Appleton, MA  
Philanthropy and Nonprofit Development

Abby Elizabeth Engelberth, MA  
Philanthropy and Nonprofit Development

Hasina Jalal, MA  
Women’s and Gender Studies  
Thesis: A Study of the Institutionalized Discrimination Against Afghan Women at the Workplace

Melody L. Kosobucki, MA  
Women’s and Gender Studies

Phales Milimo, MA  
Women’s and Gender Studies

Shawn Duane Miller, MA  
Philanthropy and Nonprofit Development

Theresa M. Price, MA  
Philanthropy and Nonprofit Development

Rifat Rezowana Siddiqui, MA  
Women’s and Gender Studies

Michele A. Muehl Smith, MA  
Philanthropy and Nonprofit Development

Moses Ador Ulom, MA  
Philanthropy and Nonprofit Development

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Bridget Ahlrichs, BA  
General Studies

Amela Akiti, BA  
General Studies

Cory Robert Barth, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Dylan Michael Bear, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Emily Mary Brown, BA  
General Studies

*Sawyer Justine Burch, BA  
General Studies

*Valentina Caro, BA  
Individual Studies: Health Sciences

Joel David Conrad, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Michael Crimmins, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Alejandro Luis Guido, BLS  
Liberal Studies

*Juliana Herran, BA  
Individual Studies

*Riley Sue Hinz, BA  
Individual Studies

Jenna Elizabeth Hoover, BA  
Global Studies

Shawn Phillip Heinz Koch, BLS  
Liberal Studies

%Shelby Rebecca Larsen, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Brooklyn Cameran Manders, BA  
General Studies

Taylor Marie Marshall, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Micah Elijah Mayberry, BLS  
Liberal Studies

%Cassidy LeeAnn Meyer, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Maria Ellen Morrison, BA  
Individual Studies

%Ivonne Alicia Nava Pettegrew, BA  
General Studies

%Spencer David Navara, BA  
Global Studies

Christopher Kent Parsons, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Jimmy Lee Pham, BLS  
Liberal Studies

*Emma Pistarino, BA  
Global Studies

Madeline Alexis Price, BA  
Global Studies

Austin Jeffery Reding, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Elijah Saemisch, BLS  
Liberal Studies

***Taylor Ann Spitz, BA  
Individual Studies

Derick DeWayne Vaughn, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Clay Ronald Vieth, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Taylor Renee Vincent, BA  
Individual Studies: Health Sciences

Jordan Tyler Walley, BA  
General Studies

Rebecca Anne Wiebel, BLS  
Liberal Studies

Christopher John Wigton, BLS  
Liberal Studies
College of Education
DOCTORAL CANDIDATES

Allyson L. Rafanello, EdD
Doctor of Education: Educational Leadership - Superintendency/Principalship

Nicholas F. Rafanello, EdD
Doctor of Education: Educational Leadership - Superintendency/Principalship

SPECIALIST CANDIDATES

Katie Marianne Anderson, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Heather Louesa Jones Everhart, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Rebecca Jane Giese, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Aida Juarez, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Jordan Elizabeth Menges, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Brityn Rysnay, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Joi Saddler, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Madison Christine Schmitt, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Amanda Valencia, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

%Kyle Andrew-Kelly Wiebers, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

Thesis: Zones of Regulation in Schools

Abby Zmolek, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

%Kara Malydia Zwanziger, EdS
Educational Psychology: School Psychology

MASTERS CANDIDATES

Tristan J. Aldous, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Samantha Lynn Anderson, MAE
Principalship

Abigail Hope Auten, MA
Physical Education: Kinesiology and Sport Performance
Thesis: Effects of Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation of the Motor Cortex on Cycling Time Trial Performance and Prefrontal Cortex Activation

Kaley Bailey, MAE
Elementary Education

Paula Bekavac, MAE
Elementary Education

%Kelli Elizabeth Brockway, MATR
Masters of Athletic Training

Michelle Brokus, MAE
Elementary Education

Kari Ann Bullerman, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Sydney Butler, MA
Physical Education: Kinesiology and Sport Performance

%Mykel Rose Carlson, MA
Physical Education: Pedagogy

Brooke Elizabeth Carton, MAE
Elementary Education

Kristina Marie Cavey, MA
Physical Education: Kinesiology and Sport Performance
Thesis: Halo Sport Ergonomic Effects on Older Individuals Cognitive, Balance, and Motor Performance

%Nicholas Chell, MA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Hannah Elizabeth Corbin, MAE
Principalship

Alexander Jordan Crum, MATR
Masters of Athletic Training

Tabitha Wambui Decker, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Sydney Taylor Drexler, MA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Maiya Jen Duthoo-Wolpert, MAE
Elementary Education

%Stephen Michael Estes, MAE
Principalship

%Emily Elizabeth Getz, MAE
Principalship

%Allison Colleen Grady, MAE
Elementary Education

Samantha Jacquelyn Habinck, MA
Health Education: Community Health Education
Thesis: The Socio-Economic Health and Well-Being of Immigrants Living in the State of Iowa During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Emily Adrianne Hagebock, MAE
Educational Psychology: Context and Techniques of Assessment

Fabiola Hernandez, MAE
Principalship

Jennifer Lynn Hillebrand, MAE
Principalship

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
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Madisen Lynn Hinegardner, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Logan A. Hoile, MA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Alexis Ann Johns, MA
Instructional Technology

Jade Toni Johnson, MA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Jared Kannenberg, MA
Instructional Technology

Emily Suzanne Kash, MAE
Elementary Education

Denise Kassis, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Sydney L. Alberhasky Kauten, MAE
Elementary Education

Sidney Knapper, MAE
Educational Psychology: Context and Techniques of Assessment

Rachel Graham Koop, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Kelsey A. Kramer, MA
Physical Education: Kinesiology and Sport Performance

Lindsey M. Laughlin, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Morgan Ann Leider, MAE
Elementary Education

Melissa Anne Lemke, MA
Health Education: Health Promotion/ Fitness Management

Elsa Ruth Leyhe, MAE
Educational Psychology: Context and Techniques of Assessment

Alexis Lynn Lindsay, MAE
Special Education: Field Specialization

Valerie Lynn Loewenberg, MAE
Principalship

Spencer Alan Lueders, MAE
Principalship

Taylor Ann Marsho, MAE
Elementary Education

Carly Marten, MAE
Principalship

Abigail Marie Meyer, MAE
Special Education: Field Specialization

Emma Morin, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Caitlin Joy Mortenson, MAE
Elementary Education

Kristin N. Mossmann, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Kristen Marie Noonan, MAE
Principalship

Jaymie Micheal Odell, MAE
Principalship

Abby Rose Osborne, MAE
Principalship

Rachel Kathryn Page, MAE
Elementary Education

Heather Elissa Parbs, MAE
Elementary Education

Taylor Nicole Patton, MAE
Educational Psychology: Context and Techniques of Assessment

Zoey Morgan Perrigo, MA
School Library Studies

Morgan Mae Petersen, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Janet M. Priemer, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Anne Raecker, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Thesis: The Internalization of the Model Minority Myth and its Effect on Asian Americans’ Academic Stress

Hailey Jo Rausch, MAE
Principalship

Miranda Ann Rawson, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Alexander Paul Rebling, MAE
Principalship

Paige Reynolds, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Ashtyn Diane Riley, MAE
Elementary Education

Lana Roberts, MAE
Principalship

Deidra Caleen Rudd, MAE
Elementary Education

Alexis Paige Scharfenkamp, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Hannah M. Schmidt, MAE
Educational Psychology: Context and Techniques of Assessment

Morgan Marie Schmidt, MAE
Elementary Education

Jessica Marie Simmons, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Jaclyn Kay Smith, MA
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs

Thesis: Financial Literacy on College Campuses and its Relationship to Student Retention, Completion, and Debt

Katherine Taylor Spellman, MATR
Masters of Athletic Training

Phillip Aaron Stanerson, MAE
Elementary Education

Rebekah Stevens, MA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Megan Elizabeth Barloon Ung, MAE
Principalship

Natalie Elizabeth Waddick, MAE
Principalship

Abigail Christine Whritenour, MA
Physical Education: Pedagogy

Jennifer Marie Wiebel, MAE
Principalship

Calli Maria Williams, MAE
Principalship

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Chrstal Nicole Albertson, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

**Mira Anne Aldini, BA
Elementary Education

Benjamin Dwight Alger, BA
Elementary Education

Avery Elizabeth Allen, BA
Elementary Education

Hannah Allen, BA
Elementary Education

Rylee Marie Amos, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Alyssa Renee Anderson, BA
Elementary Education

Gabrielle Brianna Babneau, BA
Elementary Education

Allison Charlene Bates, BA
Elementary Education

%Whitney M. Bates, BA
Elementary Education

Emilee Kase Batey, BA
Elementary Education

Nicole Becker, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Emily Jane Beecher, BA
Elementary Education

Becca Luciann Bell, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Cassidy Bender, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Abigail Grace Bennett, BA
Elementary Education

Madison ReaAnn Bianchi, BA
Elementary Education

Bailey Nicole Bickett, BA
Elementary Education

Nathan Joshua Boelts, BA
Elementary Education

***Chelsea L. Bolhuis, BA
Early Childhood Education

Erin Kathleen Bolte, BA
Elementary Education

Ella Ruth Bower, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

***Angela Brand, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Kimberly Sue Brehm, BA
Elementary Education

Jenna JoAnna Breije, BA
Elementary Education

Hannah Lynn Brumley, BA
Early Childhood Education

Carli Kay Bryan, BA
Elementary Education

Hannah Renee Buffington, BA
Elementary Education

*Hanna Cameron Bush, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

%Eliza Maria Calderon, BA
Elementary Education

Mikayla Marie Callan, BA
Elementary Education

*Whitney Elizabeth Canaday, BA
Elementary Education
University Honors
Thesis: Science Curriculum Alignment to the NGSS

Alexis Raenae Caquelin, BA
Elementary Education

Jessica Anne Carlson, BA
Elementary Education

Georgia Ann Casner, BA
Elementary Education

Cecilia Marisol Castellanos Aguilar, BA
Elementary Education

Kennedy Jo Chapman, BA
Elementary Education

Maddison Anne Cheney, BA
Elementary Education

Josie Ray Christiansen, BA
Elementary Education

Allison Marie Clemen, BA
Elementary Education

Kristin Marie Collins, BA
Elementary Education

Brooke Annesa Cooper, BA
Elementary Education

Cody Cooper, BA
Elementary Education

Jessica Megan Cooper, BA
Elementary Education

Whitney Elise Kota, BA
Elementary Education

Kaitlyn Marie Craft, BA
Elementary Education

Jami L. Crawford, BA
Early Childhood Education

Ashley S. Crim, BA
Elementary Education
University Honors

Hannah Beatrice Croonquist, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Alexis Elizabeth Dare, BA
Elementary Education

Sophia Rose Dattalo, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Jade Jean Daughton, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Sara Lin Davis, BA
Early Childhood Education

%Kennedy Kay Dighton, BA
Elementary Education

Alissa Eaton, BA
Elementary Education

***Cassidy Eckerman, BA
Elementary Education

Matthew Nicholas Eiselstein-Lafrenz, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Madison Lee Elsbecker, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Kandace Ann Engelhardt, BA
Early Childhood Education

---

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Bailey Lynn Epling, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Kailey Lynn Eskildsen, BA  
Elementary Education  
Early Childhood Education  

%Emma Rose Ferguson, BA  
Elementary Education  

Abigail Clair Fink, BA  
Elementary Education  

Breanna Leigh Fisher, BA  
Elementary Education  

*Amanda Kristine Fjeld, BA  
Elementary Education  
Early Childhood Education  

Elizabeth Ann Flaherty, BA  
Elementary Education  

Morgan Elizabeth Francis, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Kayley Linnore Frandle, BA  
Elementary Education  

James W. Galanits, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Kelsey Lin Garrett, BA  
Elementary Education  

**Kayela Gearhart, BA  
Elementary Education  

Autumn Dawn Gerber, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

%Bailey Ann Gilbert, BA  
Elementary Education  

Britti Jo Gilbert, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Mason Mariah Gotto, BA  
Elementary Education  

***Dana Diane Grassley-Stone, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Stephanie Caroline Greenfield, BA  
Early Childhood Education  

Eleanor Grace Grond, BA  
Elementary Education  

***Brody John Hardman, BA  
Elementary Education  

Katherine Jean Harris, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Kaelyn Ann Haught, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Jacob Raymond Hayes, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Molly Katherine Heffron, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Salina Kay Henderson, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Kierstin Marie Henricks, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Brittany Hildebrant, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Madelyn Marie Hill, BA  
Elementary Education  

Allison Hilleman, BA  
Elementary Education  

*Bobbie Kay Hilmer, BA  
Elementary Education  

Sidney Jo Hilsabeck, BA  
Elementary Education  

Delsey R. Hinners, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Stephanie Lynn Hoebelheinrich, BA  
Elementary Education  

Jamie Brianne Hogeboom, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Hillary Anne Holub, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Alyson Ann Hudecek, BA  
Elementary Education  

Mallorie Mae Huebner, BA  
Elementary Education  

Justin Alan Hunerdosse, BA  
Elementary Education  

Morgan Nicole Jacobson, BA  
Elementary Education  

Jenelle Jo Jensen, BA  
Elementary Education  

Shea Adeline Jensen, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Taylor Jewell Jochumsen, BA  
Elementary Education  

Emma Lenia Johnson, BA  
Elementary Education  

Ella Valentine Jordan, BA  
Elementary Education  

Kayla Marie Joyce, BA  
Elementary Education  

Amanda Leeanne Juergensen, BA  
Elementary Education  

Lexis Jerilyn Kalkwarf, BA  
Early Childhood Education  

***Alexandra Marie Kantner, BA  
Elementary Education  

Macy Rae Kasperek, BA  
Elementary Education  

*Mary Elizabeth Kellis, BA  
Elementary Education  

Erin Kelly, BA  
Elementary Education  

Shyla Brianne Kolka, BA  
Elementary Education  

Samantha Kraft, BA  
Early Childhood Education  

%Emily Jane Kramer, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Taylor Nicole Kress, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Kaylee Jo Kruse, BA  
Elementary Education  

Kirsten Ann Tapscott LaBlanc, BA  
Elementary Education  

Ann LaFleur, BA  
Elementary Education  

Abigail Lee Lampe, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Grace Ann Larkin, BA  
Early Childhood Education  

***Hannah Diane Larsen, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Daniel Joseph Larson, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

Bailey Marie Lawler, BA  
Elementary Education  

%Torian James Lee, BA  
Elementary Education  

William Lee, BA  
Elementary Education  
Middle Level Education Dual Major  

%Natalie Sierra Lindsay, BA  
Elementary Education  

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
**Alex Ryan Loudon, BA**
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Jordan Ashlee Lough, BA
Elementary Education

Meredith Ann Luke, BA
Elementary Education

Emily Violet Lynch, BA
Elementary Education

Joshua Vadim Malek, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Kylee Jaye Marlay, BA
Elementary Education

Keiz McKay Mather, BA
Elementary Education

Hannah Kae Matthaidess, BA
Elementary Education

Samantha Lynn McCoy, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Samantha Jean McCue, BA
Elementary Education

Tannor McDonald, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Delaney Grace McRoberts, BA
Elementary Education

Emily Rebecca Medina, BA
Elementary Education

Ellie Ann Meineke, BA
Elementary Education

Dani Kay Meister, BA
Early Childhood Education

Riley Nichole Melcher, BA
Elementary Education

Maggie Meyers, BA
Elementary Education

Alexis Meghan Miller, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

**Payton Joan Miller, BA**
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

***Angela Marie Mills, BA**
Elementary Education

Annie Kathryn Mittelstadt, BA
Elementary Education

%McKenzie Ann Mohl, BA
Elementary Education

Kayci Mongar, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

*Madison Moorman, BA*
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Elyse Moriarty, BA
Elementary Education

%Hanna Rae Mullenbach, BA
Elementary Education

Molly Kay Nee, BA
Elementary Education

Kayla M. Newbauer, BA
Elementary Education

Kendra Ann Newell, BA
Elementary Education

Alyssa Nicole Newman-Kleinheselink, BA
Elementary Education

%Macie Lea Njus, BA
Elementary Education

Julie Amber Noriega, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

%Marie Rose Odson, BA
Elementary Education

Cailey June Olson, BA
Elementary Education

Marcall Jo Olson, BA
Elementary Education

Mary Otero, BA
Early Childhood Education

Ashley Elizabeth Pahnisch, BA
Elementary Education

Pamela Palmer, BA
Elementary Education

Christian William Parker, BA
Elementary Education

John Dale Patterson, BA
Elementary Education

Shylo Marie Patterson, BA
Early Childhood Education

Emily Francis Paul, BA
Elementary Education

Ashley Michelle Peak, BA
Elementary Education

***Nicole Ann Pietig, BA**
Elementary Education

Summer Plumley, BA
Elementary Education

Madison Faith Pottebaum, BA
Elementary Education

Breazi Preston, BA
Elementary Education

Madeline Alexis Price, BA
Elementary Education

Sarah Elizabeth Reiss, BA
Elementary Education

Rebecca Lynn Renslow, BA
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education

Erika Vean Ricketts, BA
Elementary Education

Shaena Jean Robinson, BA
Early Childhood Education

***Julie Ann Rogerson, BA**
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

**Kala Lynn Rose, BA**
Elementary Education

Rachel Marie Roshek, BA
Elementary Education

Rebecca D. Roskam, BA
Elementary Education

**Teresa Jean Rossmiller, BA**
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Kelsey Elizabeth Runnells, BA
Elementary Education

%Taylor Renee Salge, BA
Elementary Education

***Kiley Sanduka, BA**
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Brett Catherine Schneider, BA
Elementary Education

%Sidney Margaret Schneiderman, BA
Elementary Education

Sierra Elaine Schobert, BA
Elementary Education

Brittney Schuman, BA
Elementary Education

Taylor Graham Schuring, BA
Early Childhood Education

Abigail M. Seager, BA
Elementary Education

Nora Catherine Seaman, BA
Elementary Education

Sydney Michelle Seuntjens, BA
Elementary Education

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude

% Legacy
Lauren Elizabeth Shaff, BA
Elementary Education

Erika Kay Shahan, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Camryn Ashley Shaw, BA
Elementary Education

Emily Ann Shinkle, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Morgan Christine Sietsema, BA
Elementary Education

Kaitlyn Elise Simchak, BA
Elementary Education

Dianna Lynne Slight, BA
Elementary Education

Benjamin Davon Smith, BA
Elementary Education

Kelsey Abigail Smith, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Lauren Nicole Specht, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Riley J. Steckelberg, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Abigail Kathryn Steill, BA
Elementary Education

Camryn Marie Tallman, BA
Elementary Education

Morgan Christine Sietsema, BA
Elementary Education

Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: Transforming the Learning Environment: Strategies for Implementing Anti-Racist Teaching and Learning

Huyen Linh Van, BA
Elementary Education

Kendall Shae Tossing, BA
Elementary Education

Hailey Marie Traver, BA
Elementary Education

***Autumn Trexel, BA
Elementary Education

Allison Marie Triplett, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: Transforming the Learning Environment: Strategies for Implementing Anti-Racist Teaching and Learning

Huyen Linh Van, BA
Elementary Education

Brianna Rose Van Beek, BA
Elementary Education

Megan Ann Van Beek, BA
Elementary Education

Madison Elizabeth Van Dam, BA
Elementary Education

%Dalton James Van Etten, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

Baylee Ciera VanErsvelde, BA
Elementary Education

*Naomi Ann Veldboom, BA
Early Childhood Education
University Honors

Annalise Noel Wall, BA
Elementary Education

Ainsley Paige Ward, BA
Elementary Education

Lauren Cecilia Ward, BA
Elementary Education

Rylee Lynn Warthen, BA
Early Childhood Education

Samantha Claire Watson, BA
Early Childhood Education

Brenna Nicole Weidman, BA
Elementary Education

Tiffany Lynn Weinacht, BA
Early Childhood Education

Isabella Kristine Wernholm, BA
Elementary Education

Taylor Ray Wheeler, BA
Elementary Education

Peyton Wilken, BA
Elementary Education

Alyk Leigh Williams, BA
Elementary Education

Katelyn Ann Williams, BA
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major

**Kelli Annice Wilson, BA
Elementary Education
%Greta Mae Winkel, BA
Elementary Education

*Lindsey Elyse Wittrock, BA
Elementary Education

Olivia Ann Wood, BA
Elementary Education

Chloe Catherine Woodley, BA
Elementary Education

Arika Sally Wooldridge, BA
Elementary Education

Kelsey Rae Wulf, BA
Early Childhood Education

Jessica Laura Wulf, BA
Elementary Education

Rachel Yutzy, BA
Elementary Education

Alyssa Joy Zoelle, BA
Elementary Education

**Hannah Victoria Zwanziger, BA
Elementary Education

HEALTH, RECREATION & COMMUNITY SERVICES

Katherine Elizabeth Allison, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Sarah Ali Alrahmah, BA
Health Promotion: Women's Health
Health Promotion: Community Nutrition

Zahra Luai M. Alsaihati, BA
Health Promotion: Women's Health
Public Health and Education: Global Health and Humanitarian Assistance

**Morganne Christine Borsh, BA
Environmental Resource Management: Ecosystems
University Honors

Kennedy Lorraine Boston, BA
Health Promotion: Women's Health

Kristen Virginia Boyle, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Laura Marie Campbell, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
26
%John Lawrence Cannon, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Cameron Cantrall, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

%Emiline Lauren Carr, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

%Alyssa Marie Christian, BA
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness
Health Promotion: Community Nutrition

Stephen James Church, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Alec Joseph Deppe, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Chandler DeWees, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Sierra Mikala Dougherty, BA
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness
Public Health and Education: Women’s Health
Public Health and Education: Global Health and Humanitarian Assistance

Brandon Michael Feuring, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

%Madisyn Goche, BA
Recreation, Tourism & Nonprofit Leadership

Ali Saleh A. Hamadah, BA
Health Promotion: Global Health and Humanitarian Assistance
Public Health and Education: Women’s Health

**Cassidy Sue Hanson, BA
Health Promotion: Global Health and Humanitarian Assistance
Health Promotion: Women’s Health

TeNesha Hawkins, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

MacKenzie Rose Helle, BA
Public Health and Education: Global Health and Humanitarian Assistance

Raelei Elaine Hemann, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

Katherine Olivia Hermansen, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

Kayla Kristine Hollis, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Kara Lynn Hooper, BA
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness
Health Promotion: Women’s Health

%Sara Michelle Hoy, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
University Honors

Zainab Jacy Illo, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

Antoine Jacques, BA
Health Promotion: Global Health and Humanitarian Assistance

%Mariah Grace Jimmerson, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

%Ashton Michael Johnson, BA
Public Health and Education: Wellness and Fitness

%Pryce Nicole Johnson, BA
Health Promotion: Environmental Health/Science Intensive
University Honors

%Bethany Anne Kester, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Maggie Lynn Kleyer, BA
Public Health and Education: Women’s Health

Katie Lynn Konkler, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Nicole Lynn Kroeger, BA
Health Promotion: Women’s Health

Sydney Marie Krogman, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

%Haley Ann Langstraat, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Nehemiah Marquai Latcham, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Alex Laughlin, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Jacob Todd Lenker, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

%Jada Marie Lippincott, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

April Mona Lu, BA
Health Promotion: Global Health and Humanitarian Assistance
Health Promotion: Women’s Health

Hannah Grace Luce, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Megan Ashley Maly, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

Jared Thomas Metzen, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

Micah Lee Mitchell, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Mariah Lynn Morris, BA
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness
Health Promotion: Women’s Health

Adelisa Nusinovic, BA
Public Health and Education: Environmental Health Science

Mikayla Pearl Rietgraf, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Jacey Roy, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

%Makayla Grace Schulte, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

%Taylor Brooke Seaton, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Jaylynn Rae Sharp, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Madison Hayli Skantz, BA
Public Health and Education: Women’s Health

Laura Kirsten Stanish, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

%Mallory Mae Thede, BA
Public Health and Education: Environmental Health Science

Jordan Thompson, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

Jasmine Nicole Trumblee, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Sven Van den Bergh, BA
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies

Laurie Beth Van Kirk, BA
Public Health and Education: Wellness and Fitness

%Casie Lauren Veiseth, BA
Health Promotion: Women’s Health

Catherine Irene Walley, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Joshua Waltman, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Allie Lin Waterman, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Emily Joyce White, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Sadie Lynn Whittfield, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services

Amanda Marie Wilmesher, BA
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
University Honors

KINESIOLOGY

DeMarius James Ackerson, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Connor James Bendull, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Blair Alyse Bodermann, BA
Physical Education

%Alexander Scott Davidson, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

%Kyle DeBerg, BA
Physical Education

Mitchell Robert Dekutoski, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

Josie Ann-Marie Fagen, BA
Physical Education

Alana Mae Faulds, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

%Jaxson Dennis Foster, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport Psychology

%Madison Nichole Gremler, BA
Physical Education

Eric Dennis Hahn, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

%Sarri Ann Happel, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

%Hannah Harms, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

Bodie Whitfield Harrison, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Aaron David Hauser, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Alexander James Heiman, BA
Physical Education

William Henson, BA
Physical Education

%Spencer Joseph Heyer, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Lane Cameron Hillock, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Tate Trey Hofmeister, BA
Physical Education

Megan Renee Hudson, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

Brandon Ingle, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

**Katherine Ann Jackson, BA
Physical Education

%Tanner Lee Kuhens, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Anthony James Lubbinga, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Katherine Mae McGrane, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

University Honors

Kavin Trung Nguyen, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Joshua Tyler Nutt, BA
Movement and Exercise Science

Brady Paul O’Brien, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Rebecca Adeline Ohland, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Parker Reid Oleson, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Haley Lawren Palmer, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Isabella Rupak Patel, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

University Honors

Haley Lynn Pence, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

%Krystal Dawn Putz, BA
Physical Education

Taylor Leigh Raines, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Sully Christian Reyerson, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Carter Scott Roberts, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

**%Haley Ann Rodgers, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Andrew Rosemark, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport Psychology

Lucas Michael Sanders, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

Colton Charles Schroeder, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

Nicholas Ambrose Simpson, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Emily Patricia Snelling, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

Ellie Lynn Spillane, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

%Olivia Catherine Stearns, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Matthias Steen, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Movement & Exercise Science: Sport Psychology

Emma Alexandra Stockwell, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Movement & Exercise Science: Sport Psychology

%Ethan Allan Suchomel, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

David Keller Tiefenthaler, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

Dana Louise Tolle, BA
Physical Education

Sven Van den Bergh, BA
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise Science

Madeline Jane Webb, BA
Movement & Exercise Science

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences
DOCTORAL CANDIDATES

Qingshan Liang, DIT
Doctor of Industrial Technology

Hamid Tahery, DIT
Doctor of Industrial Technology

MASTERS CANDIDATES

Mohammed Salim Al Slamh, MS
Biology
Thesis: Changes in the Stem Proteome of Barley in Response to Drought During Grain Filling

Vinchencia Anderson, MA
Mathematics: Math Emphasis

Alaina Louise Appley, MA
Science Education

Lance Charles Baetsle, MA
Science Education

Swati Mukund Bagal, MS
Technology: Technology Management

% Haley Jean Bell, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Emily Bemis, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Jonathan Bruce Bohle, MA
Mathematics: Secondary Teaching

% Alexander Dean Bollmeyer, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Kelsey Krystine Bothwell, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Jeanne Marie Bouchard, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Jacob Brandenburg, MM
Performance: Wind/Percussion/Keyboard/String
Thesis: Jacob Brandenburg Master of Music Abstract

Sarah Ann Brankis, MA
Mathematics: Secondary Teaching

Casey Anne Brimmer, MA
Communication Studies: General Communication

Jessica Kay Budde, MA
Art Education

% Isaac Wilson Campbell, MA
Communication Studies: General Communication
Thesis: Posting Our Past: Cultural Memory, Family Photographs, and Ephemeral Street Art

Amanda M. Carlo, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

% Krista L. Casillas, MA
Mathematics: Secondary Teaching

Tianyun Chen, MA
Mathematics: Math Emphasis

Kathryn Claire Christensen, MA
Art Education

% Kennedy Lyn Ciavarelli, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Caleb Ronald Claus, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Jennifer Dalton, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Vicki D. Davis, MA
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Linda Dawn DeVries, MA
Communication Studies: General Communication

Timothy M. Eagleson, MA
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Katherine Jane Eastin, MA
Science Education

Ashleigh Noelle Easton, MA
Art Education

Jovon Eborn, MM
Performance: Voice
Thesis: Graduate Voice Recital: Jovon Eborn, Baritone

% Charity L. Eckhardt, MA
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Charles William Engelkes II, MA
Teaching English in Secondary Schools

Kristine Marie Dubois Etringer, MS
Technology

Hannah Fahey, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Maimuna Maliha Farazi, MA
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Joseph M. Feldman, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Jodi Lynn Fenton, MA
Art Education

Jack Thomas Frank, MM
Conducting
Thesis: Master’s Recital in Conducting

Hailey Lynn Frederick, MA
Mathematics: Secondary Teaching

% Kelli Renae Gartman, MA
Art Education

Jessica Gascho, MA
Mathematics: Secondary Teaching

Michaela A. Geertsema, MA
Mathematics for the Elementary and Middle Grades (K-8)

Essam Samy Aziz Gerges, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Alec James Glidden, MS
Biology
Thesis: Seed Mix Design and Differing Management Techniques to Improve Multifunctionality and Cost-effectiveness of Tallgrass Prairie Reconstructions

Marcelo Henrique Goncalves Vieira, MA
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Darien M. Gordon, MA  
Communication Studies: Communication Education

%Brett Lyle Gourley, MS  
Biology  
Thesis: Arthropod Fauna of Plains Pocket Gopher (Geomys Bursarius) Burrow Systems

Hillary Rose Hamilton, MA  
Communication Studies: Organizational Communication  
Thesis: Job Satisfaction and Burnout Among Hospice Nurses Working on Interdisciplinary Teams: A Multimethod Study

Bethany Anne Hammitt, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Chloe Hammond, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Deborah Sue Hartgers, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Jon Richard Hauswald, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

%Emily Marie Herbst, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Alyssa Elizabeth Holley, MM  
Performance: Voice  
Thesis: Graduate Voice Recital: Alyssa Holley, Soprano

Holly Keegan Isaac, MA  
Art Education

Natalie M. Ita, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Danyce Anne Jacobs, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Kayla Ann Jacobs, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Melissa Johnson, MA  
Science Education

Balkrishna A. Kamble, MS  
Technology: Technology Management  
Thesis: A Comprehensive Analysis of Injection Strategies for Improving Diesel Engine Combustion Under Cold Start Development

Kristina Nicole Kerr, MA  
Mathematics for the Elementary and Middle Grades (K-8)

Rand Omar Khalil Khalil, MA  
English: Literature  
Thesis: Hybridity, Border-Crossings and the Homeland in Contemporary Literature by Women

Amber Ann Kral, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Sarah Elaine Krutsinger, MA  
Mathematics: Secondary Teaching

Sara Marie Lange, MA  
Mathematics for the Elementary and Middle Grades (K-8)

Michael James Lashbrook, MS  
Biology  
Thesis: Examining Selection on Nutrient Resorption in Diverse Prairie Ecosystems

%Joshua Christian Lehman, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Jake Levisen, MA  
Art Education

Sermantha Louisy, MA  
English: Creative Writing  
Thesis: Gio’s Story

Jonathan Michael Luiken, MS  
Biology  
Thesis: Influence of Landscape on the Population Genetics of the Rainbow Darter (Etheostoma caeruleum) in Glaciated and Unglaciated Environments

Heather Luster, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Tracy Marie Lux, MA  
Teaching English in Secondary Schools

Erica Malloy, MA  
Science Education  
Thesis: The Influences Driving Decisions by Latinx Student to Enroll in Upper-Level High School STEM Courses

Amanda Marr, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Juan Carlos Marulanda Lopez, MM  
Composition  
Thesis: Musical Composition Graduate Portfolio

Max Niles McBride, MM  
Jazz Pedagogy  
Thesis: Master’s Recital: Max McBride

Maurice Mark Mccabe, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Megan Nicole McGovern, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Marlene Merkes, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Emily Irene Michael, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Alyssa Nicole Minch, MA  
English: Creative Writing

Khloe Patricia Mlynarczyk, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Stephanie Danielle Morrison, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Madelyn Claire Mosiman, MA  
Mathematics: Secondary Teaching

Irnea Muhovic, MA  
Communication Studies: Public Relations

Jocelyn Sarah Mulder, MA  
Mathematics for the Elementary and Middle Grades (K-8)

Amanda C. Larsen Olberding, MA  
Art Education

Jordan Thomas Peterson, MA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Abagail Joy Pickard, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Joseph James Plane, MA  
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Nathan John Platt, MA  
Art Education

Amanda Jo Pokorney, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Amy Lea Price, MA  
Science Education

Jaden Elle Rausch, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Shelby Elizabeth Rayhons, MA  
Speech-Language Pathology

Sierra Dawn Renaud, MA  
Mathematics: Secondary Teaching

%Shannon Marie Riggenbach, MA  
Mathematics for the Elementary and Middle Grades (K-8)

Jason Boyd Rittmiller, MA  
Art Education

%Lisa J. Robinson, MA  
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Kelsey Alise Rodgers, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Lauren Norene Roush, MA
Art Education

Michelle Marie Sabino, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Rahmana Schooler, MA
Art Education

Andres Segura, MS
Technology: Metal Casting
Thesis: Viability of a Proposed Transparent Fluid Model for Analog Metal Casting Filling Process

Maria del Pilar Serrano Pineda, MM
Performance: Wind/Percussion/Keyboard/String
Thesis: Graduate Recital in Violin

Sophie A. Shelgren, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Alexander Thomas Sojka, MA
Communication Studies: Performance Studies

Tracy Jo Steger, MA
Teaching English in Secondary Schools

Allysha Leigh Steines, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Katelyn Marie Taylor, MA
Mathematics for the Elementary and Middle Grades (K-8)

Loren Elizabeth Thalacker, MA
Science Education

Melissa Anne Tranel, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Godfrey Twinamatsiko, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Harmony Jane Van Nevele, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Amy Vickers, MA
Mathematics: Community College Teaching

Meghan Wells, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Brooklyn Eileen Wendt, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Athena-Sade Soraya Whiteside, MM
Performance: Voice
Thesis: Graduate Voice Recital: Athena-Sadé Whiteside, Mezzo-Soprano

Mikayla Rose Whitney, MA
Art Education

Hannah Joy Wieditz, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

Jacey Rose Zangerle, MA
Speech-Language Pathology

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

ART

*Katelyn Nicole Brockmeyer, BA
Art: History Emphasis
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Western Influences, Authenticity, and Ethics of Collecting of African Art

Darrylle A. Bruns, BA
Art: Studio Emphasis

Hayle Francella Calvin, BA
Graphic Design

Lindsey Marie DeBower, BA
Art: Studio Emphasis

Madeline Elaine Doherty, BA
Graphic Design

Amelia May Duax, BA
Graphic Design

Abelina Stephanie Escalante, BA
Graphic Design

Sarah Violet Fluegel, BA
Graphic Design

%Tulani Tajana Gillum, BA
Graphic Design

Mackenna Laine Goemaat, BA
Graphic Design

Summer Helle, BA
Graphic Design

%Adam James Herzog, BA
Graphic Design
University Honors
Thesis: Traditional Media Marketing and the Panther Marching Band

Tyler John Hills, BA
Art Education - Teaching

Alexis Lynn Hutchins, BFA
Art Studio

%Natalia Shea Johnson, BA
Art Education - Teaching

Triston Jack Kirschbaum, BFA
Art Studio

Hayden Klemme, BA
Graphic Design

Abby R. Krei, BA
Art Education - Teaching

Kendall Christian McLaughlin, BA
Art: Studio Emphasis

*Abby Rose Milligan, BA
Graphic Design

%Riley Christopher Joynt Minard, BA
Graphic Design
University Honors

Jordyn Mixdorf, BA
Graphic Design

*Claire Elizabeth Oetter, BA
Graphic Design

%Claire Elizabeth Olsen, BA
Graphic Design

Kristina Marie Peterson, BA
Graphic Design

Chiska Ankee Diore Pielago, BA
Art: Studio Emphasis

Brianna Lexan Pruitt, BA
Art: Studio Emphasis
University Honors
Elisheba Reed, BA  
Art Education - Teaching

Megan Eileen Schmidt, BA  
Graphic Design

Maryssa Rae Soder, BA  
Art Education - Teaching

Madison Tru Standley, BA  
Art Education - Teaching

Denae Jade Statzer, BA  
Art Education - Teaching  
Art Studio

Rowan Debra-Rose Strelow-Varney, BA  
Art: Studio Emphasis

Katie P. Vryhof, BA  
Art Education - Teaching

Sarah Elizabeth Westholm, BA  
Graphic Design  
University Honors  

Patrick Kellis Wilkie, BA  
Art: Studio Emphasis

Madison Michelle Winter, BA  
Art Education - Teaching

Vanessa Marie Worrell, BA  
Art Education - Teaching

BIOLOGY

Whitney Ali Ahrens, BA  
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology

Natalie Elizabeth Aird, BA  
Biology

Nicole Marie Alexander, BA  
Biology

Isabella Rose Araiza, BA  
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology

Kaitlyn Nicole Bahlmann, BA  
Biology  
University Honors

Caelan Jeffrey Baker, BA  
Biology

Isabella Althea Betzer, BA  
Biology  
University Honors  
Thesis: Supplemental Seeding and Seed Predation in a Newly Planted Tallgrass Prairie

Madeline Nicole Block, BA  
Biology

Rylee Jean Bond, BA  
Biology

Morganne Christine Borsh, BA  
Biology  
University Honors  
Thesis: Landscape Genetics of Iowa’s Threatened Black Redhorse

Morgan Elaine Brennecke, BA  
Biology

William Jack Butteris, BA  
Biology

Alex James Capelle, BA  
Biology

Kayla Carter, BA  
Biology

Esmeralda Contreras, BA  
Biology

Emily Cornelius, BA  
Biology - Honors Research  
University Honors with Distinction  
Thesis: Bacillus Bacteriophage Q11 May Have a 5' Covalently Attached Protein

Mackenzie Rae Costello, BA  
Biology

Olivia Magdalene Crouse, BA  
Biology  
University Honors  
Thesis: Molecular Mediators of Host-Baculovirus Interactions in Lepidoptera

Kellan Jay Dippold, BA  
Biology

Leah Doyle, BA  
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology  
University Honors

Allison Anne Eagan, BA  
Biology  
University Honors  
Thesis: Association between Wild Bee Communities and Floral Resources in the Conservation Reserve Program

Sydney Katherine Eaton, BA  
Biology  
University Honors

Kylie Elizabeth Engstrom, BA  
Biology  
University Honors  
Thesis: Measuring Meaningful Learning in a Chemistry Laboratory

Nolan Shane Ford, BA  
Biology

Sydney Netten Foster, BA  
Biology - Teaching

Madeline Frick, BA  
Biology

Neriah Rae Garbes, BA  
Biology

Keegan Goodwin, BA  
Biology

Hayden Gunner Halbach, BA  
Biology

Jessica Lynn Heims, BA  
Biology  
University Honors  
Thesis: The Effects of Fluoride on Macrophage THP-1 Cell Apoptosis

Emma Hueter, BA  
Biology

Pryce Nicole Johnson, BA  
Biology  
University Honors

Jamie Justine Jurgensen, BA  
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology

Tatum Christina Keck, BA  
Biology

Carlie Beth Knutson, BA  
Biology

Zackary Allen Krogmann, BS  
Biology

Albiona Limani, BA  
Biology

Lauren J. McMichael, BA  
Biology

Jillian April Miller, BA  
Biology: Biomedical  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors  
Thesis: Examining the Effects of Netropsin on the Mobility of DNA A-tracts Using Capillary Electrophoresis

Melanie Ann Miller, BS  
Biology  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors  
Thesis: Evaluation of Archaeal Growth on Complex Media and Antibiotic Regimes

Hannah Marika Peterson, BS  
Biology

Jesse Polanco, BA  
Biology

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
Deandre Lee Presswood, BS  
Environmental Science: Environmental Earth Science

**Paige Pritts, BS  
Biology

Kevlin John Ridder, BA  
Biology

%Margret Leigh Roberts, BA  
Biology

Alana Christine Schneider, BA  
Biology

Kelly Smith, BA  
Biology

Kaitlynn Elizabeth Solberg, BA  
Biology: Biomedical

Erik Lee Sorensen, BA  
Biology

*Jordan Leigh Steffen, BA  
Biology

University Honors  
Thesis: The Influence of Gain-Loss Framing and its Interaction with Political Ideology on Social Distancing and Mask Wearing Compliance during the COVID-19 Pandemic

***Kaitlyn Mae Steffen, BA  
Biology

***Hannah Leigh Stein, BA  
Biology

*Carter Howard Stochl, BA  
Biology  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors

**Teresa Kathleen Feldman, BS  
Chemistry  
University Honors  
Thesis: Creating Synthetic Analogs of Fluorescent Speleothems in Wind Cave as an Astrobiological Model Cave

Keegan Goodwin, BA  
Biochemistry  
University Honors

%Juliana Herran, BS  
Chemistry

*Hanna Marie Vos, BA  
Biochemistry  
University Honors with Distinction  
Thesis: Mosquito Fogging in Iowa: Examining the Practices of Five Communities, Potential Health Effects, and Plausible Alternatives

%Allison Kay Warming, BA  
Biology  
University Honors  
Thesis: Optimizing DNA Extraction from Microorganisms Living in Wind Cave

Allison Rose Watkins, BA  
Biology

%Morgan Rose Weber, BA  
Biology  
University Honors

Kari Elizabeth Wellman, BS  
Environmental Science: Environmental Earth Science

Kristian Bradley Wilson, BA  
Biology

Isabel Louise Wolf, BA  
Biology  
University Honors  
Thesis: Evolution of Pocket Gophers and Chewing Lice as a Ring Species across the Upper Mississippi Valley

Alejandrea Sue Zapata, BA  
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology

CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY

Tabitha Annelise Alitz, BA  
Chemistry - Teaching  
University Honors

**Madeline Nicole Block, BA  
Biochemistry

**Jillian April Miller, BA  
Biochemistry  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors  
Thesis: Examining the Effects of Netropsin on the Mobility of DNA A-tracts Using Capillary Electrophoresis

*Teagan Marie Prouse, BS  
Biochemistry

*Carter Howard Stochl, BA  
Biochemistry  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors  
Thesis: Quantitative Analysis of DNA Polymerase α Gene Expression During Various Stages in Chicken Embryonic Development

Brandon Douglas Svoboda, BA  
Biochemistry

%Allison Kay Warming, BA  
Biochemistry  
University Honors  
Thesis: Optimizing DNA Extraction from Microorganisms Living in Wind Cave

Paul Williams White, BS  
Chemistry  
University Honors with Distinction  
Thesis: Griffiths-like Phase in Manganese Intercalated Tantalum Disulfide and the 3-dimensional Ising Model

Isabel Louise Wolf, BA  
Biochemistry  
University Honors  
Thesis: Evolution of Pocket Gophers and Chewing Lice as a Ring Species across the Upper Mississippi Valley

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS

Maryam Abdullah Humaid Al Bahri, BA  
Communication Disorders

Adria Watson Allen, BA  
Communication Disorders

Taylor Andersen, BA  
Communication Disorders

Samantha Jo Anderson, BA  
Communication Disorders

Carly Jo Baker, BA  
Communication Disorders

*Seneca Ryan Baller, BA  
Communication Disorders

Andrea Nicole Barrett, BA  
Communication Disorders

---

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
**Haley Nicole Bouse, BA**
Communication Disorders

Heather Noelle Broom, BA
Communication Disorders

Madeline Laude Budde, BA
Communication Disorders
University Honors

Lindsey Paige Carter, BA
Communication Disorders

Thesis: Methods and Evaluation Outcomes in Speech, Language, and Hearing Camps

Sonja Anne Christensen, BA
Communication Disorders

Amanda Paige Cook, BA
Communication Disorders

Erin Ashley Danielson, BA
Communication Disorders

Allyson Christina Effie, BA
Communication Disorders

Anna Elizabeth Ervin, BA
Communication Disorders

Samantha M. Fisher, BA
Communication Disorders

Haley Nicole Bouse, **Summa Cum Laude,** BA
Communication Disorders

Rebekah Ostermann, BA
Communication Disorders

**Magna Cum Laude**

* Clara Rue Petersen, BA
Communication Disorders
University Honors

%Legacy

***Sophia Louise Poe, BA***
Communication Disorders

Ava Johanna Kay Rowe, BA
Communication Disorders

**Bailey Nicole Rustad, BA**
Communication Disorders
University Honors

Thesis: A Workbook Presenting Fluency Shaping and Narrative Therapy Strategies for School-Age Children who Stutter

**Josephine Laura Sack, BA**
Communication Disorders

Emily Elizabeth Scott, BA
Communication Disorders

Kendra Thompson, BA
Communication Disorders

**Paige Anna Todd, BA**
Communication Disorders

Emma Jo Tunning, BA
Communication Disorders

Bailey Marie Ullrich, BA
Communication Disorders

*Kira Jane Vaske, BA Communication Disorders

**Cum Laude**

Hannah Renae Orthmann, BA
Communication Disorders

Taylor Banowetz, BA
Communication: Public Relations

Chelsea Yasmine Beas, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Leadership

Jacob Lee Beck, BA
Communication

%Marie Elaine Bertran, BA
Communication

Kaleigh Rose Blinn, BA
Political Communication

Elle Victoria Boeding, BA
Political Communication

Bailey Jo Boland, BA
Communication

Sawyer Gary Breitsprecher, BA
Communication: Public Relations

Brandon Daniel Bubash, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

%Seth Joseph Bullerman, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Nolan Ray Bulver, BA
Communication

Megan Denise Burney, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Shawn Anthony Burrage, BA
Political Communication

Lindsey Rae Buzynski, BA
Communication

Bianca Rose Calderon, BA
Communication

Anthony Vincent Capaldo, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Sports Public Relations

Daniel William Carlson, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Kai Scott Clemons, BA
Communication

Megan Denise Burney, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Monique Concepcion, BA
Communication

Emma Cover-Carper, BA
Communication

%Tyler Lee Crawford, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

%Gabriella Lynn Cummings, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Jacob C. Darling, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA

Hamed Mohammad Al Mazrouai, BA
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital Media Production

Stephanie Elizabeth Alfaro, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Katiana Clare Anderson, BA
Communication

%Jasmine Marie Aquino, BA
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital Media Production

Communication/Electronic Media: Digital Media Leadership

***%Summa Cum Laude***
**%**

**%Magna Cum Laude**

* Cum Laude

% Legacy

---

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Taryn Eileen Davis, BA
Communication

Benjamin Donald DeMouth, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Sports
Public Relations

Mckenna K.C. Dencklau, BA
Communication

Samantha Nicole Doak, BA
Communication

Nicole Delenna Doser, BA
Communication

Pearl Kristine Doty, BA
Communication

Roberto Antonio Legasp Estrella, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Ellie Ewert, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Braden Scott Fegenbush, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Spencer Arron Feinberg, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

William Edward Flanegin, BA
Political Communication

Ben John Frommelt, BA
Communication

Samantha Raye Sadie Glaspie, BA
Communication

Emily Glaza, BA
Communication

Marielle Jenna Gonzalez-Gaiser, BA
Communication: Electronic Media Production/Performance

Quinlin Joy Grabinski, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

William Cody Gray, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Olivia Habinc, BA
Political Communication

Dylan Lee Haase, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Strategic Public Relations
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: “The Concord Concept:” Speculative Fiction Challenging Young Adult Literature Conventions

Isaac Quinn Hackman, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Hannah Maureen Haisman, BA
Communication

Holly Ann Harward, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events

Tanner Hatch, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Strategic Public Relations

Jake Richard Hayes, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Caleb Dean Herman, BA
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital Media Production

Nicholas Scott Hoppel, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Katherine Suzanne Hopping, BA
Communication

Tyler John Hospodarsky, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Sports Public Relations

Samuel Dean Hughes, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Strategic Public Relations

Nicole Iradukunda, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events

Trinity Graham Kellenberger, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events

Brielle Rose Kiewiet, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Journalism

Rachel Jean Kitrell, BA
Communication

Presidential Scholar
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Ministry Matters: A Study of the Relationship between Campus Ministry and Socialization

Karissa Ann Kleve, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Austin Lee Korynta, BA
Communication

Nathan Thomas Krieps, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Strategic Public Relations

Blake Mitchell Lamoureux, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Katelynn Marie Larson, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Strategic Public Relations

Kinzie Nicolle Loree, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events

Erica Lousssaert, BA
Communication

Jayden Lovell, BA
Communication

Margaret Katherine Lucas, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events

Brandon Lynch, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Emma'e Rose Maas, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Journalism

Gelase Magnificat, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Reece Jarett Masker, BA
Communication

Chance Alan Mather, BA
Communication

Frances Elizabeth McDermott, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Strategic Public Relations
University Honors
Thesis: Understanding the Lived Experiences of Asian American Transracial Adoptees in College

Grace Jaclyn McGovern, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Katelyn McNaughton, BA
Communication

Ryan Lurtsema Melin, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Joshua Ray Michel, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Jordan Ann Mulford, BA
Communication: Public Relations

Kirsten Marie Mull, BA
Communication/Public Relations

Alyssa Joy Neis, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Emily Neumann, BA
Political Communication
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: The U.S. Presidential Election Portrayed by Foreign Media: Costa Rica and Nicaragua Comparative Study

**Taylor Kaylyn Ann Palmer, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Dylan Patrick Parker, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Courtney Sue Perry, BA
Communication

Xavier James Pestana, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

**Sara Leanne Qualley, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Journalism

*Quinn Marie Rauchenecner, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

**Abigail Elizabeth Read, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events
Presidential Scholar
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Exploring the Role of College Women in Ministry Leadership through a Qualitative Analysis of Passion Conferences

April Lillie Reade, BA
Communication: Public Relations
Interactive Digital Studies

*Shelby Rita Reicks, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Sports
Public Relations
University Honors

Matthew Jeffrey Roeder, BA
Communication

Jacob Ruth, BA
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital Media Production

Dzemile Saliu, BA
Interactive Digital Studies

Jacob Brady Schipper, BA
Communication

Austin William Shepherd, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Sports
Public Relations

Anna Mae SmolikHagen, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Strategic Public Relations

Ellie Marcine Taylor, BA
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital Media Production

Patten K. Tody, BA
Communication

Haley Rae Toepfer, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events

Aaron James True, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production

Tina Marie Turner, BA
Communication

Shelby Lee Unruh, BA
Communication

Aashita Singh Vadhera, BA
Communication/Digital Media: Digital Media Production
University Honors

Contessa Van Buskirk, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events

Micaela Mae Veenstra, BA
Communication

%Genevieve Anne Wandro, BA
Communication

Aspen Kay Weaver, BA
Communication

Madison Marie Wegner, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Special Events

%Eleanor Grey Werner, BA
Communication

Emma Jo Wilson, BA
Communication

Cameron Jacob Wolff, BA
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital Media Production

%Kathryn Wood, BA
Communication

Aaron Joseph Ziskovsky, BA
Communication/Public Relations: Strategic Public Relations

**Taleah Lyn Birkicht, BA
Computer Science
University Honors

Sydney Biscontine, BS
Computer Science

Riley Nicole Bowie, BA
Computer Science

***Timothy Craig Campbell, BA
Computer Science

Travis Robert Carriger, BA
Computer Science

Nicholas Scott Funk, BA
Computer Science

Thomas J. Griffin, BA
Computer Science

Azam Khalil Hasan, BA
Computer Science

Ashton Chandler Houg, BS
Computer Science

Anna Kang, BA
Computer Science

Vallab Kunigal Badrish, BS
Computer Science

Autumn Lee Lauen, BA
Computer Science
University Honors
Thesis: The Idolization of Ada Lovelace and its Necessity

Chao Xian Lim, BA
Computer Science

Jacob Mask, BA
Computer Science

Scott Meether, BA
Computer Science

%Blake Morris, BA
Computer Science

Joshua Paul Musgrave, BS
Computer Science

%Ethan Samuel Nelson, BS
Computer Science

David Michael OBrien, BS
Computer Science

Yicheng Pan, BA
Computer Science

Brandon Blade Purvis, BS
Networking and System Administration

Jiacheng Qiao, BA
Computer Science

---

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Mohammed Yahya Rawwas, BS  
Computer Science  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors with Distinction  
Thesis: Precarious Enjoyment: Suicide Contra Schizophrenia  

Kebba Sanneh, BA  
Computer Science  

Sultan Maqbool Sulaiman, BA  
Computer Science  

Habib Ullah, BS  
Computer Science  

Sarah Grace Van Norden, BS  
Computer Science  

Ryan David Wehrman, BA  
Computer Science  

Isaiah Kothe Weston, BA  
Computer Science  

EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES  
Chase M. Boddicker, BA  
Environmental Science  

Morganne Christine Borsh, BA  
Environmental Resource Management: Ecosystems  
University Honors  
Thesis: Landscape Genetics of Iowa’s Threatened Black Redhorse  

Riley Joseph Herold Eichelberger, BA  
Earth Science  

Cameron Phillip Fristad, BA  
Environmental Science  

Michael Lee Gustafson, BA  
Environmental Science  

Justin William Holt, BA  
Environmental Science  

Samuel Lane Lala, BA  
Earth Science  

Eric David Lundquist, BA  
Earth Science  

Alec M. Mass, BA  
Environmental Science  

Deandre Lee Presswood, BS  
Environmental Science: Environmental Earth Science  

Timothy Robert Warnke, BA  
Earth Science  

Kari Elizabeth Wellman, BS  
Environmental Science: Environmental Earth Science  

Jake Joseph Wilcox, BA  
Earth Science - Teaching  

LANGUAGES & LITERATURE  
Jordan Lea Anderson, BA  
English Teaching  

Katiana Clare Anderson, BA  
English  

Emily Nicole Beukelman, BA  
English Teaching  

Roslyn Marita Blair, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Elena Kathleen Burrier, BA  
English  

Sonja Anne Christensen, BA  
Spanish  

Sabrina Adriane Conway, BA  
Spanish  

Emma Cover-Carper, BA  
English  

Candie Cueva, BA  
English Teaching  

Emily Kathleen Davis, BA  
English Teaching  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  
University Honors  

Marie Elizabeth Demuth, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Brenna Renee Eaves, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Jennifer Lynn Ellingson, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Emma Katherine Fassbinder, BA  
English Teaching  

Sarah Violet Fluegel, BA  
English  

Madeline Garber, BA  
English Teaching  

Benjamin Godard, BA  
English  

Tabitha Rose Haney, BA  
English  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Kandise Marie Hauber, BA  
English Teaching  

Chloe Marie Hefner, BA  
English  

Sara Michelle Hoy, BA  
Spanish  
University Honors  

Madison Jabens, BA  
English  

Marlon Ivan Jackson, BA  
English Teaching  

Evan James Johnson, BA  
English  

Alexis Kathryn Jones, BA  
English Teaching  

Zander Owen Jones, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Dakota Kelley, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Elizabeth Kelsey, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Spanish  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors with Distinction  
Thesis: Possessive Structures and Genitive Case: Spanish and English Compared  

Neyssa Nicole Klauer, BA  
English Teaching  

Abigail Marie Kraft, BA  
English Teaching  

Haley Marie Krol, BA  
English Teaching  

 Autumn Lee Lauen, BA  
English  
University Honors  
Thesis: The Idolization of Ada Lovelace and its Necessity  

Kayla Denise Lawrence, BA  
English  

Anika Marie Lillegard-Bouton, BA  
Spanish  
University Honors  
Thesis: The Relationship between Multicultural Education and Attitudes Towards Immigrant Groups in the U.S.
**Molly Elizabeth Magill, BA**  
English Teaching  
University Honors  
*Thesis: Miseducation of American Youth: The Detriments of Whitewashing Literature in Secondary Schools*

Alanna Rae Maier, BA  
English  

Hannah Noelle McConkey, BA  
English  

Abigail Rose McLeod, BA  
English Teaching  

Gan Na, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Matthew Steven Nichols, BA  
English  

Sherri Lea Niles, BA  
English Teaching  

Dulce Azucena Orozco, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages/Spanish  

Martha Ortiz Diaz, BA  
Spanish  

*Marrissa Pasker, BA*  
English  

Anna Catherine Peterzalek, BA  
English  

Bailey Cristine Potratz, BA  
Spanish  

Tia LeeAnn Reardanz, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Kailey Dee Schmidt, BA  
English Teaching  

Brittany Hope Schultz, BA  
English Teaching  

Lauren A. Sigafus, BA  
English Teaching  

Alexsis Smith, BA  
English Teaching  

*%Emma Rose Stephenson, BA*  
English  

Holly Ann Stockdale, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages/Spanish  

Rhea Jeanne Strong, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

---

%Emma Breanne Sunderman, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages/Spanish  

Sidney Rose Anne Tingle, BA  
English Teaching  

%Melody Josephine Trucano, BA  
English Teaching  

Vanessa Leah Van Slyke, BA  
English Teaching  

Kaitlyn Kimberly Vasey, BA  
English Teaching  

*Heather Ann Vaughn, BA*  
English Teaching  

Tristan James Verdoorn, BA  
English  

Kalie Lynnae Webb, BA  
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  

Alyssa Marie Wiedemeier, BA  
English Teaching  

*Hannah Nicole Wiles, BA*  
English  

Cassandra Joyce Wray, BA  
Spanish - Teaching  

Jason Stanley Zoubek, BA  
Russian  

---

**MATHEMATICS**

Matthew Cooper Adams, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

**Taleah Lyn Birkicht, BA**  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Alexa Ryan Bullock, BA  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Thesis: *My Education Plan: A Teaching Mindset*

Chalisa Chaithban, BA  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Ashley Rae DeWispelaere, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

Nickolas John Fairley, BA  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Lauren Olivia Falck, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

Bethannie Lynn Fox, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

*Remy Glosser, BA*  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Bryanna Rae Hawthorne, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

%Juliana Herran, BA  
Mathematics  

Marnie Hoefler, BA  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

John Robert Lysiuk, BA  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Maddy Nicole Mahan, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

University Honors  

*%Austin James Marchesani, BA*  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Amber Rose Mast, BA  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Callie Irene Neighbor, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

University Honors  

*Thesis: Including English Language Learners in Algebra One Instruction*

*Nicolette Sue Peterson, BA*  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

James Lawrence Stanton, BA  
Mathematics  

Aaron Michael Swieter, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

Alex Harlan Underberg, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

Joseph Bret Van Zante, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

University Honors  

*Thesis: My Education Plan: A Teaching Mindset*

Kyle Austin Waterman, BA  
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial Science  

Amanda Marie Wilmesherr, BA  
Mathematics Teaching  

University Honors  

---

**SCHOOL OF MUSIC**

%Joel Peter Andrews, BA, BM  
Music: General Studies in Music, BA  
Musical Performance: Instrumental, BM  

University Honors  

Tyler David Browne, BA  
Music: Music History  

Jose Luis Calderon, BM  
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Catherine L. Christian, BA  
Music: General Studies in Music

Zoey Elizabeth Cobb, BM  
Music Performance: Instrumental

Deanna Ray Eberhart, BA  
Music: General Studies in Music  
University Honors

Randall Lee Everding, BM  
Music Education: Choral/General

%Cole Steven Flack, BM  
Music Education: Choral/General

Gerardo Gonzalez Gomez, BM  
Music Education: Jazz/General

%Eric Nicholas Green, BM  
Music Education: Instrumental/General

Jonathan Donald Green, BM  
Music Education: Instrumental/General

%Madeleine Hartleip, BM  
Music Education: Choral/General  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors

Elinor Renee Johll, BM  
Music Education: Instrumental/General  
University Honors

Donovan August Klutho, BA, BM  
Music: Music Technology, BA  
Music Performance: Instrumental, BM  
University Honors

Alfred Zhe Koh, BA  
Music: Music Technology

Johnathon Tyler Kruger, BA  
Music: General Studies in Music

Timarie Ranae LaFoy, BM  
Music Education: Instrumental/General

Christian Rider Lund, BA  
Music: Music Technology

Lauren Elizabeth Mattson, BA  
Music: Performing Arts Management

Shelby Taylor Miller, BM  
Music Performance: Instrumental

Madison Mohr, BM  
Music Education: Instrumental/General  
University Honors

%Kayla Leanne Nissen, BM  
Music Education: Instrumental/General

Bethany Ann Olson, BM  
Music Education: Instrumental/General

Kristin Gwendolyn Rasmusson, BA, BM  
Music: Music History, BA  
Music Performance: Instrumental, BM  
University Honors

**Kameron Margaret Marie Mullally Reed, BA  
Music: General Studies in Music

Holly Lynn Roseland, BM  
Music Education: Choral/General

Brittany Hope Schultz, BA  
Music: General Studies in Music

Angela Schwartz, BA, BM  
Music: Music History, BA  
Music Performance: Instrumental, BM  
University Honors

%Brenan Eugene Steele, BM  
Music Education: Choral/General

Alex Joshua Tjelmeland, BA  
Music: Performing Arts Management

PHILOSOPHY & WORLD RELIGIONS

%Noah Benjamin Chalfant, BA  
The Study of Religion

Chloe Marie Hefner, BA  
Philosophy

%Juliana Herran, BA  
Philosophy

***Emily Anne Loomis, BA  
The Study of Religion  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors  
Thesis: The Effect of Proximal Carceral Contact on Political Participation

Brandon Lynch, BA  
Philosophy

Albie Gilbert Nicol, BA  
The Study of Religion

***Mohammed Yahya Rawwas, BA  
Philosophy  
Presidential Scholar  
University Honors  
Thesis: Precarious Enjoyment: Suicide Contra Schizophrenia

Laura Melisa Roman Jimenez, BA  
The Study of Religion

Lily Caroline Leora Schwarz, BA  
The Study of Religion

**Shay Alise Slifka, BA  
Philosophy  
University Honors

Morgan Alexandra Smith, BA  
Philosophy

Jalissa Marie Snyder, BA  
Philosophy  
The Study of Religion

Nathaniel Pratt Spicer, BA  
Philosophy

*Caleb Allen Stekl, BA  
Philosophy

Joseph Robert Sterner, BA  
The Study of Religion

PHYSICS

Mersiha Busatic, BA  
Physics: Custom

Mason Garret Clendenen, BS  
Physics

Amber Shae Hartness, BS  
Physics

Aaron Nathaniel Janaszak, BS  
Physics

Sam George Prophet, BS  
Physics

Paul Williams White, BS  
Physics  
University Honors with Distinction  
Thesis: Griffiths-like Phase in Manganese Intercalated Tantalum Disulfide and the 3-dimensional Ising Model

SCIENCE EDUCATION

Kylie Elizabeth Engstrom, BA  
Comprehensive Secondary Science Teaching  
University Honors  
Thesis: Measuring Meaningful Learning in a Chemistry Laboratory

Joseph Michael Espinosa, BA  
Comprehensive Secondary Science Teaching

Kara Ruth Hawker, BA  
Comprehensive Secondary Science Teaching  
University Honors

TECHNOLOGY

Ali Albouri, BS  
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

Abdulaziz Ahmed H. Almalki, BS  
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design
Hussain Ali H. Alshabib, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Advanced Manufacturing

Christopher Steven Balthazor, BA
Technology Management

Matthew Scott Baskerville, BA, BS
Technology Management, BA
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Advanced Manufacturing, BS

Bo Robert Black, BS
Construction Management

James Robert Bohn, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design

Jeremiah John Bollinger, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design

Daniel Borkowski, BA
Technology Management

%Tyler Jackson Bucher, BS
Construction Management

Rachel Michelle Campbell, BA
Graphic Technology

Chet Miguel Chapin, BS
Technology and Engineering Education - Teaching

%Eric Arnold Crum, BS
Construction Management

%%%Gabriella Lynn Cummings, BA
Graphic Technology

Jie Ding, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

%%%Ellie Ewert, BA
Graphic Technology

Robert D. Flattery, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

Austin Flynn, BS
Construction Management

**Fei Gao, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

Logan Michael Good, BA, BS
Technology Management, BA
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Advanced Manufacturing, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design, BS

Jack Edward Halevan, BS
Construction Management

Colton Michael Hansel, BA
Technology Management

Reagan Hawbaker, BA
Technology Management

Adam Carl Henry, BA
Technology Management

Ross Q. Henry, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design

Minyi Hu, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

Joshua Thomas Jensen, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design

Parker Thomas Kerns, BS
Construction Management

Tyler Craig Kussatz, BA
Technology Management

%Jared M. Lackore, BS
Construction Management

**Blake Mitchell Lamoureaux, BA
Graphic Technology

Xiaotang Liang, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

%Jackson Little, BS
Construction Management

%Adam Douglas Long, BS
Technology and Engineering Education - Teaching

%Benjamin James Lorenz, BS
Construction Management

William Robert McAllister, BS
Construction Management

Noah Grant McMurrin, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design

Ryan Lurtsema Melin, BA
Graphic Technology

Zachariah Nathaniel Nelsen, BA
Technology Management

Nathan M. Raymie, BS
Construction Management

Keith Donald Recker, BA
Technology Management

%Carter Jacob Rohweder, BS
Construction Management

%Jacob Samuelson, BS
Technology and Engineering Education - Teaching

Adam Joseph Scharpman, BA
Technology Management

Kyle Douglas Schick, BA, BS
Technology Management, BA
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Advanced Manufacturing, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Metal Casting, BS

%Matthew Donald Schmitt, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design

Marcus Lane Stahlberg, BS
Technology and Engineering Education - Teaching

Peyton James Stahle, BS
Construction Management

Wyatt Stark, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

Andrew Robert Steffens, BS
Construction Management

Yuan Sui, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

Nebraska Lee Thorson, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Metal Casting

Zachary D. Thurm, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

Uriah Myers Tukpah, BS
Construction Management

Gabriel Wagenbach, BS
Construction Management

Grant Raymond Weepie, BS
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: Manufacturing Design

*Zhigang Wei, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

Konnor Nels Wendt, BS
Technology and Engineering Education - Teaching

Jennifer Wille, BA
Graphic Technology

Austin Paul Willett, BS
Technology and Engineering Education - Teaching

Xinxin Ye, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)

%John Yount, BS
Construction Management

Weishu Zhan, BS
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Philip John Zuhlke, BS  
Technology and Engineering Education  
- Teaching

THEATRE

Jenna Lynn Bauch, BA  
Theatre: Performance

Kyle L. Chizek, BA  
Theatre: Performance

Thayne Joseph Lamb, BA  
Theatre: Performance

Madison Grace Luebbers, BA  
Theatre: Performance  
Theatre: Drama and Theatre for Youth

Alissa Newendorp, BA  
Theatre: Design & Production  
Theatre: Drama and Theatre for Youth

Collin Ridgley, BA  
Theatre: Performance

Tatiana Yamileth Sandoval, BA  
Theatre: Performance  
Theatre: Drama and Theatre for Youth

Jonathon David Schaffer, BA  
Theatre: Performance

Hannah Smith, BA  
Theatre: Drama and Theatre for Youth

Zoe Sneed, BA  
Theatre: Drama and Theatre for Youth  
Theatre: Performance

Maycie Lee Stanbro, BA  
Theatre: Performance

Ashley Wile, BA  
Theatre: Design & Production

Devin Grace Yarkosky, BA  
Theatre: Performance
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Sevlija Ademovic, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Sarah Andersen, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

MeLinda Marie Anderson, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Emily Rose Barnes, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Peyton Starr Barton, MA
Psychology: Clinical Science

Joy Marie Boehmer, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Abigail Marie Boyd, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Sabra Danielle Cain, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

%Alexandra Mae Calhoun, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Danielle Jo Clark, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Stephen D. Cooper, MPP
Public Policy

Micah Jonathan Daniel, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Leandra Marie Diersen, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

%Jessica Danielle Ehhardt, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Sarah Anne Enke, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Elijah James Evans, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Brian Charles Fairfield, MA
Psychology: Social Psychology

%Benjamin Russell Fienup, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Maria Gonzales Alvarez, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Brianna Griffin, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Ariane Ishimwe Hakizimana, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

%Cara Lynn Harrington, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Tori Ann Henniges, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Hiroki Hirano, MA
Psychology: Social Psychology

Thesis: Hedonic and Eudaimonic Happiness: Their Associations with Well-Being and the Influence of Age and Culture

Eysha Zubair Khan, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Wal Makuach Bang Khat, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Dominique Kornely, MA
Psychology: Clinical Science

Thesis: Examining Individual Differences in Attitudes Toward the Insanity Defense

Brenner McKee Latham, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Bailey A. Lenz, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Valerie Michelle Linderman, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Halee Michelle Lloyd, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Sheila Ann Long, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Paul Andrew Marion, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Alyssa R. McCoy, MA
Psychology: Social Psychology

Thesis: The Impact of Imagined Interactions and Mindfulness on Anxiety in Romantic Relationships

Katelyn Marie Miner, MA
Geography

Thesis: Analyzing Perceptions of Citizen Science as Part of an International Learning Experience

Micah Laura Minor, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

%Jamiee Rae Murphy, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Madison Renee Neece, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Hannah Rose Nelson, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Nicolette Marie Novak, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Lexis Elizabeth Onken, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Sean Michael Ostendorf, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Lydia Lennice Pakala, MA
History

Alyxus Ray Pearson, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Kristin Leigh Porstmann, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Kallie Nichole Rademacher, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

%Bailee Marie Randall, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
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Chloe Reeble, MA
Psychology: Clinical Science
Thesis: Quality and Quantity of Social Support in College Students with ADHD Symptomatology
**% Jenna C. Roberts, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Riley N. Rodemaker, MA
Psychology: Clinical Science
Thesis: Redefining What’s Manly: Using Masculine Attributes to Describe Counseling Services for Men
**% Katie Jo Rogers, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

Alyssa Marie Roney, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Haylie Michele Torrence Roth, MSW
Social Work: Advanced Standing Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Katie I. Schmitz, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Carrie Nicole Shea, MA
Psychology: Clinical Science
Thesis: How Estrogen Moderates Cortisol Reactivity and Anxiety
Leon Shears, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice

John Grant Szymanek, MA
History: Public History
Aweke Solomon Tadesse, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Hunter Toncar, MA
Counseling: School Counseling
Yarinsy Torres Chaves, MSW
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Abigail Rose VanPatten-Freeman, MA
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health Counseling

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

GEOGRAPHY
** Morganne Christine Borsh, BA
Environmental Resource Management: Ecosystems
University Honors
* Victor N. Burns, BA
Geography: Globalization and Regional Geography
Geography: Environmental Systems and Sustainability
Campbell Clay Hoffman, BS
Geographic Information Science: Planning, Policy, and Development
Alexander Jackson Leonard, BA
Geography: Planning and Development
Jordan Patrick Nichting, BA
Geography: Environmental Systems and Sustainability
Mark Duane Tollefson, BS
Geographic Information Science: Environmental Science and Policy

HISTORY
Olivia Mae Campbell, BA
History
% Noah Benjamin Chalfant, BA
History
Matthew Angus Cooper, BA
History
Courtney Lynn Duffy, BA
History - Teaching
Jocelyn Rachel Arminda Duman-Welch, BA
History
Shea Ehiert, BA
History - Teaching
Blake Elsbecker, BA
History - Teaching
*Kaitlyn May Evers, BA
History
University Honors
** Holly Ann Handlos, BA
History - Teaching
Austin Edward Higgins, BA
History
** Maya Jess, BA
History
University Honors
Thesis: On Beauty: Ancient Perceptions of Beauty from Classical Greece to Imperial Rome
Grace Kathleen Rodman, BA
History
Alexander D. Sackville, BA
History
Nathaniel Pratt Spicer, BA
History
Cooper Weeks, BA
History

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Ayah Yasmine Al-Durazi, BA
Political Science
Marisa Almeda Anderson, BA
Public Administration
% Kaleigh Rose Blinn, BA
Political Communication
* Elle Victoria Boeding, BA
Political Communication
Ethan Burk, BA
Political Science
Shawn Anthony Burrage, BA
Political Communication
Alaeldin Mamoun Dafalla, BA
Political Science
** Anthony William DeBartolo, BA
Political Science
* Peter B. Dreifuss, BA
Political Science
Madison Everson, BA
Political Science
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Anti-Communist Politics of the Second Red Scare and How It Affected Hollywood and the Types of Movies Being Made
William Edward Flanegin, BA
Public Administration
Political Communication
Lilah Flickinger, BA
Political Science

Yadira Ivet Guzman, BA
Political Science

**%Olivia Habinck, BA
Political Communication

Peter Johnson, BA
Public Administration

Hyukchan Kwon, BA
Political Science

***Emily Anne Loomis, BA
Political Science
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: The Effect of Proximal Carceral Contact on Political Participation

Liam M. McInroy, BA
Political Science
University Honors

Kody Ryan Mullen, BA
Political Science

***Emily Neumann, BA
Political Communication
University Honors

*%Susan Pratt, BA
Public Administration
University Honors

%Skyler Ryan Schrum, BA
Political Science

Morgan Alexandra Smith, BA
Public Administration: Economics and Finance

Jamie L. Stien, BA
Political Science

Joshua James Studebaker, BA
Political Science

Timothy John Swanson, BA
Political Science

**%Sydney Laine Wagner, BA
Political Science
Presidential Scholar
University Honors with Distinction

Tyler Michael Whitehead, BA
Political Science

Kieran Keith Young, BA
Public Administration

PSYCHOLOGY

Elizabeth K. Allen-Krueger, BA
Psychology

Madeline Elizabeth Andrews, BA
Psychology

%Maggie Marie Bennett, BA
Psychology

Benjamin Gordon Brandauer, BA
Psychology

Amanda Bryant, BA
Psychology

*Valentina Caro, BA
Psychology

Amelia Jing Zhen Cheah, BA
Psychology

Emily Rae Christianson, BA
Psychology

Noel Clarke, BA
Psychology

Sierra Nicole Conner, BA
Psychology

Briana Olds Dudek, BA
Psychology

Dominique Olamide Eniola, BA
Psychology

***Alexis Riley Eshelman, BA
Psychology

Sofia Giovanna Falcone, BA
Psychology

Kylie Shay Fischer, BA
Psychology

Megan Kathleen Fisher, BA
Psychology

Nicholas James Girard, BA
Psychology

Kaitlynn Faye Hess, BA
Psychology

%Megan Hill, BA
Psychology

McKenzie Riley Hollander, BA
Psychology

Zachary Richard Hotchkiss, BA
Psychology

Saydie Kaleen Howard, BA
Psychology

Luke Houston James, BA
Psychology

**%Karissa Grace Jensen, BA
Psychology

McKenna Johnson, BA
Psychology

Kendi Jones, BA
Psychology

Alisha Kristine Kammerude, BA
Psychology

%Courtney Colene Kauffman, BA
Psychology

***Emily Kaus, BA
Psychology
Presidential Scholar
University Honors

Justine Noel Lange, BA
Psychology

Aubrey Alise Lewis, BA
Psychology

***Anika Marie Lillegard-Bouton, BA
Psychology
University Honors
Thesis: The Relationship between Multicultural Education and Attitudes Towards Immigrant Groups in the U.S.

Shelby Ann Loomis, BA
Psychology

Aleenah Grace Marcucci, BA
Psychology

Nia Nicole McClendon, BA
Psychology
University Honors

%Jaden Aevory McGhee, BA
Psychology

%Madison Joan Murphy, BA
Psychology

**%Rita Dawn Nisius, BA
Psychology

%Ella Oakleaf, BA
Psychology

Emilio Palomares, BA
Psychology

Curtis Wayne Parish, BA
Psychology

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude

% Legacy
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Kristyn Leigh Pellymonter, BA
Psychology

Samantha Marie Petersen, BA
Psychology

*Lexi Rae Rasmussen, BA
Psychology

Dana Christine Rotert, BA
Psychology

Maulesia Rulindavyago, BA
Psychology

Stacie Kay Sanger, BA
Psychology

Claudia Ann Schrauth, BA
Psychology

Anthony Richard Schroder, BA
Psychology

Jaydlin Jean Seehase, BA
Psychology

Karen Jean Skretta, BA
Psychology

***Shyanne Faith Sporrer, BA
Psychology
Presidental Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: The Moderating Role of Mindful Awareness in the Associations between Adverse Childhood Experiences and Coronavirus Exposure with Sleep Patterns

Kaitlyn Nicole Stallman, BA
Psychology

Brianna MacKenzie Stone, BA
Psychology

Jonah Abraham Thatcher, BA
Psychology

Ashley Lucille Thomazin, BA
Psychology

Callie Anne Walker, BA
Psychology

**Zhi Qing Yaw, BA
Psychology
University Honors

SCHOOL OF APPLIED HUMAN SCIENCES

Yasamiyan Aldawayan, BA
Interior Design

Brooke Ann Bemiss-Thompson, BA
Gerontology: Long Term Care Administration

Ashley Gayle Bohannon, BA
Family Services

Sarah Boursy, BA
Family Services

Kamie Crum, BA
Family Services

Madison Daniels, BA
Interior Design

Devin Ryan Davis, BA
Family Services

Brian Jacob Dennis, BA
Family Services

Mariah Duffy, BA
Interior Design

%Raven Capree Estrada, BA
Family Services

%Megan Sue Feldman, BA
Family Services

Mary Katherine Ferlmann, BA
Family Services

**%Rachel Nicole Funkhouser, BA
Textile and Apparel

Sarah Elizabeth Gainer, BA
Family Services

Alana M. Groninga, BA
Gerontology: Social Sciences

*Suzanna Elizabeth Groves, BA
Family Services

Katherine Nicole Hagensick, BA
Family Services

Cameron J. Harrell, BA
Family Services

%Brooklyn Paige Hasek, BA
Family Services

Lauren Michele Hasselbusch, BA
Interior Design

Cassie Jung Hendrix, BA
Textile and Apparel

Ciara Marie Hirsch, BA
Interior Design

**Aimee Hochstetler, BA
Family Services

Megan Holbrook, BA
Family Services

Taylor Ann Holub, BA
Family Services

Briann Nicole Kluiter, BA
Interior Design

Madison Margaret Knipper, BA
Family Services

%Bailey Jo Kohls, BA
Textile and Apparel

Allison Mary Kuhle, BA
Family Services

Emily Dean Langston, BA
Interior Design

Emma Marguerite Lonneman, BA
Family Services

**Elie Loughran, BA
Gerontology: Social Sciences

%Danielle Kathryn Mallas, BA
Family Services
Gerontology: Social Sciences

Katie Nicole Maloney, BA
Textile and Apparel

Sadie Jean Mauer, BA
Gerontology: Long Term Care Administration

Abigail Elizabeth McDonough, BA
Family Services

Kylee Michelle McGovern, BA
Family Services

%Hannah Rose Menken, BA
Family Services

Morgan Tiara Miller, BA
Family Services

Madison Lorraine Moothart, BA
Family Services

Justina Nkanta, BA
Family Services

%Kathleen Ann O’Keefe, BA
Family Services

%Rachel Dawn Paup, BA
Interior Design

Whitney Jean Petersen, BA
Textile and Apparel

Lorenzo Miguel Plata, BA
Family Services

Jordan Lyn Ringler, BA
Interior Design

Cierra Robinson, BA
Family Services

**%Madison Lee Rowe, BA
Family Services

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Madelyn Jaye Russ, BA
Family Services

Natalie Nicole Sachs, BA
Gerontology: Social Sciences

**Emily Grace Schotzko, BA
Family Services
Presidential Scholar

University Honors with Distinction

**Thesis: Exploring Eating Disorders in Athletes: A Literature Review and Analysis of Prevention Strategies

Mariah Marie Schult, BA
Interior Design

%Alexandria Lynne Siems, BA
Family Services

Malena Estela Silva, BA
Textile and Apparel

Morgan Alice Simonsen, BA
Interior Design

%Jordyn Marie Soule, BA
Interior Design

Arianna Grace Sprague, BA
Family Services

%Rachel Kaylene Sullivan, BA
Interior Design

Sabrina Lourdes Sweet, BA
Interior Design

Catherine Moriah Todd, BA
Interior Design

Melina Kate Tyson, BA
Family Services

Madison Leigh Van Cleave, BA
Interior Design

McKenzie Storm Waddell, BA
Family Services

Hannah Emma Waters, BA
Family Services

**Jordan James Weber, BA
Family Services
Presidential Scholar

University Honors with Distinction

**Thesis: Exploring Voting Habits and Attitudes of LGBTQ+ College Students in the United States

**Elia MiHyte Wigginton, BA
Interior Design

University Honors

Hannah Shay Woltman, BA
Family Services

Ashlynn Yokom, BA
Interior Design

SOCIOLGY, ANTHROPOLOGY & CRIMINOLOGY

Waleed Mubarak Alrakah, BA
Criminology

Tyler Joseph Bartz, BA
Criminology

***Rebekah L. Bass, BA
Sociology
Presidential Scholar

University Honors with Distinction

**Thesis: “It All Just Ends”: Death Attitudes across Age, Gender, and Religion

Rayshaw James Baylark, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Martiavan Russel Borseth, BA
Criminology

*Morganne Christine Borsh, BA
Anthropology

University Honors

Thesis: Landscape Genetics of Iowa’s Threatened Black Redhorse

Trevor Allen Carr, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Noel Clarke, BA
Sociology

Sierra Nicole Conner, BA
Criminology

Cooper Michael Corcoran, BA
Criminology

Rachel David, BA
Criminology

Hunter Stuart Dial, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Nolan Matthew Dostal, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Jennah Malaika-Mari Douglas, BA
Criminology

Kirstin Marie Dyer, BA
Criminology

Lilah Fickinger, BA
Criminology

Samantha Jane Flodin, BA
Sociology

Paige Marie Grant, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Justin Jon Guilliams, BA
Criminology

*Rachel Elaine Hawk, BA
Criminology

Morgan Jane Hoef, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

**MacKenzie Lane Hughes, BA
Criminology

Savanna Mae Johnson, BA
Anthropology

Merissa Kay Kampman, BA
Sociology

Dustin Keolanui-Wilson, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Chase Michael Kuecker, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Kathryn Christian Lockard, BA
Sociology

%Skylar Loop, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

%Allison Kaitlyn Lupkes, BA
Criminology

%Dakota James Maas, BA
Anthropology

Kimberlee Ann Miller, BA
Anthropology

Collin Wayne Monroe, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Kody Ryan Mullen, BA
Criminology

Eliza Lashelle Mussmann, BA
Anthropology

Sasha Violet Nagle, BA
Criminology

Sociology

Shawna May Nguyen, BA
Anthropology

Luke Martin Peterson, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

*Delaney Nicole Pistillo, BA
Criminology

Sociology

University Honors

Chase William Rath, BA
Criminology: Criminal Justice

Rachel Lynn Riker, BA
Anthropology

Criminology

University Honors

Rylee Joyce Robinson, BA
Criminology

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude

% Legacy
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Lily Caroline Leora Schwarz, BA
Anthropology

Varmah Mulbah Sonie, BA
Criminology

Kaitlyn Nicole Stallman, BA
Sociology

Cheyenne Debra-Rose Strelow-Varney, BA
Criminology

Sara Jane Swiatly, BA
Criminology

Grace Mary Irene Tolliver, BA
Sociology
University Honors

Taylor Alexis VanSeveren, BA
Sociology

Madelyn Rose Waddell, BA
Criminology

Jacob Jordan Wiegele, BA
Criminology

Jamisia Kiaira Young, BA
Sociology

SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION

Kendall Grace Doerr, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

Lukas Ian Kearns, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

%Trey Nelson Kuhens, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

Michael Lyons, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

Tyler Jay Daniel Mulholland, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

Chase Michael Pottebaum, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

Mikyla Zoe Rodriguez, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

Anita Noel Tucker, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

Lee Christopher Verner, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan A Specialist

Makenzie Elizabeth Wolfe, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

Lucas Jordan Woock, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

%Nathan C. Worsfold, BA
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All
Social Science Teaching

SOCIAL WORK

Hope Lorna Ackerman, BA
Social Work

Matthew Lee Adams, BA
Social Work

Jennifer Aguilera Lopez, BA
Social Work

Anita Renae Alaniz, BA
Social Work

Karina Nicole Atherton, BA
Social Work

Krista Jean Barnish, BA
Social Work

Hope Angelica Beck, BA
Social Work

Madisyn Marie Behrens, BA
Social Work

Sarah Boury, BA
Social Work

Andrea Bruno, BA
Social Work

Baylie Alexis Bueltel, BA
Social Work

Montesha Jameel Carter, BA
Social Work

Marissa Chavez, BA
Social Work

%Alician Daily, BA
Social Work

Madison Marie Davis, BA
Social Work

%Rachel Theresa Eastman, BA
Social Work

Emily Kathleen Fobian, BA
Social Work

Cierra Fors, BA
Social Work

Marissa Marie Foth, BA
Social Work

Madison Marie Geronzin, BA
Social Work

Maggie Rose Gunderson, BA
Social Work
University Honors

William Daniel Halva-Cash, BA
Social Work

Emilee Jean Hamann, BA
Social Work

%Kailey Lou Heidemann, BA
Social Work

Ellie Elizabeth Herrmann, BA
Social Work

%Tara E. Holm, BA
Social Work

%Madison Kristine Imoehl, BA
Social Work

Cayla Renee Jackson, BA
Social Work
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UNI ALMA MATER

Words by Arnold Gummer, '48
Music by Wm. Kloster, '51

SOPRANO ALTO

UNI O Alma Mater, hear our voices now in song.
From the hallowed halls of learning, rising from the fertile land,

TENOR BASS

Hail to thee, O state of plenty, Thou hast raised it proud and strong.
Guide to guide thy sons and daughters in the pattern of thy hand.

S. T.

True in spirit, strong in knowledge, UNI, we sing our homage.

S. T.

Hail to thee, O Alma Mater, our to-morrows shall be thine!

Fine